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Appendix 

The following are the ad-verbatim comments provided in response to Question 25: 

Finally, is there anything else you would like to add specifically in relation to the questions 
asked within this survey?   

Pollution levels within Sefton are worse than ever, as is my Asthma. I would like to see much more 
done to reduce road pollution in general, and would like to see more green spaces taken better care 
of.  I oppose, most strongly, the proposed road through Rimrose Valley Country Park. The last thing 
this community needs is more pollution! 

Air pollution levels are already unacceptably high alongside Princess Way.  Residents of the area, who 
are already suffering from serious health issues, will be the most seriously affected should the planned 
road through Rimrose Valley go ahead. We are very fearful of any further impact on our health & 
wellbeing & that of the communities bordering the only major green space available. The Valley is vital 
as the "lungs"of this area and as a necessary recreational space that is the also the habitat of a wide 
diversity of wildlife and plants.  

'Good' street lighting provision begs the question "What is 'good' street lighting". A complex question. 
Bridleway provision for both horses and cycling may not give you the data that you require. On a 
bicycle, I would not use a bridleway as it is for horses. 'Contact council' (Q17) if N/A requires Q18 to 
have a N/A option. I have felt obliged to use the central column option for the four sub-questions of 
Q18. No 'Thank you' at the end of a long questionnaire. Hmm... No reminder to 'Register' or 'Log in' 
before completing the questionnaire leading to repeat of procedure. Possibly others may be 
disheartened and not repeat the completion. A possible explanation of the low numbers partaking in 
the survey? 

Provision of more cycle lanes specifically into Liverpool city centre, is key to encouraging people to 
commute by bike. At the moment it isn't safe, and puts me off. The benefits of a cycling friendly road 
network are clear and wide ranging to the environment and the economy. 

Extra monitoring on dangerous roads 

I think 20 miles an hour on some of the side roads should be increased to 30.   

I am a pedestrian, I would like more action taken about cycling on pavements. 

As a regular cyclist I question the use of tar and chip repair to the road surface.  It doesn't last and is a 
hazard for weeks until the chips have been pressed by traffic. 

Illegal or against by-laws parking is a constant problem where we live. Residents' regularly find it 
difficult to have their own visitors, tradesmen, deliveries, medical staff etc. park as people will not pay 
for parking so migrate to local streets. Either residents only or timed slots are required.  

Conditions of the surface are a major concern. If you ever do a survey on residential parking 
particularly for town centre based residents I would like to say much about that. 

Liverpool road in formby traffic has increased dramatically over the last couple of years although a 
zebra crossing is in use Traffic pay no attention to this as numourous times car just continue to drive 
past you whilst on the crossing I have enquired if it is possible for a lights controlled crossing but once 
again not in the budget if the proposed developments of houses go ahead in formby with increased 
traffic flow what measures will be put in place as it is a accident waiting to happen. This crossing it 
between Kent road and Marina road Hopefully action will be taken 

Why don't the Council reduce the brightness of strret lighting or completely sfter n=midnight 

I would like a better bus service for Hightown. 1 bus an hour only travelling to crosby is of very little 
use. It would be good if the Formby circular included Hightown or we had a bus to go there. Crosby 
hasn't much In The way of services it's a dead end place   Currently plus if I need to get home from 
work the bus has long since finished  . I would ltbink if the route could at lest be altered to go to 
Thornton I could at lest pop to Aldi or the services inThornton   which would be a improvement to what 
we have currently   Also could we remove the awful speed bumps they cause so much damage to 
vehicles and don't help reduce speed much either. I would suggest replacing them were possible to 
similar road Carlming measures in St. Helens and  scarisbrick  who use road priorities  a dog leg in 
road so only one car can go past at a time. This slows traffic and makes it safer for all and less 
resources to repair.  

Zebra crossing across Liverpool Road between Brighton Road and Stanley Avenue  
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It took over four months to repair a footpath at the end of Cambridge field adjacent to the field. It was 
barried off when it would of been quicker just to fix a single paving slab.  

Pollution levels 

Roads are a big problem and are causing damage to vehicles school parking a nightmare not enough 
places to park anywhere - costs of parking are driving people away better to go to a centre away from 
southport with free parling and make a day of it - no pleasure in driving at all! 

My main problem with the Sefton area is the inconsistent quality of the roads. My road, Portland 
Street, is fine, but there are a great many roads (particularly smaller/'less important' roads) that are of 
an appalling quality, thanks to repeated excavations and re-fillings without proper resurfacing. Some 
resurfacing work would do a great deal of good for the area. 

Switch island is a mess and the roadworks aren't improving things.  

Why there are 3 roads blocked from traffic within the same estate in Thornton all of which are 
connected along the same road (Edgemoor Drive)? 

Far too many unnecessary 20mph zones, applied over large areas without research. ie long straight 
roads used as main routes but not  designated A roads. Sledgehammer approach. Travelling around 
the country I hardly ever see 20 mph zones other than in the N/W.   

The Potholes in the roads are getting worse 

Too many speed humps ruining cars, too many traffic lights and mini roundabouts increasing 
congestion. More needs to be done to increase traffic flow on cemetery road and out of Southport for 
work routes. Abolish 20mph limits, they are useless. More cycle routes and use proper road 
construction firms, roads are repaired and then quickly disintegrate. Red Tarmac for lord Street. If 
Sefton can buy the strand they can afford red tarmac.  

Would walk and definitely cycle more but the r9ads are too unsafe and the parking of bikes is not easy 

Do I agree with highways uk plan for rimrose valley....answer is NO 

I would like to know are people supposed to get permission when they expand their front driveway. As 
some have no dropped kerbs and cars are driving over the pavements. Also some look like they have 
no drainage as they have lost their garden causing more surface water.  Also who is reponsible for the 
damage of the pathway.  

Why are you building a road through Rimrose Valley Park  

I would like to see cyclists use cycle paths more instead of riding parallel with it. This should be policed 
and fines introduced. I would like to see my doctor when I'm sick and not have to keep phoning at 8am 
next morning to see if any vacancies. I would like council to stop building in formby, it is already 
gridlocked.  I would like tree department to answer the phone or at least reply to my voicemails 

I feel very strongly that cycling as a serious means of transport (as opposed to 'leisure') is not 
sufficiently promoted and supported in Sefton. I would like to see more safe and time/energy efficient 
cycle routes, particularly through busy areas and town centres.  

Not enough cycle lanes, ones that are provided are normally blocked with parked cars. The state of 
the roads also mean that cycle lanes are generally pretty dangerous places to be. There's literally 12 
inches from the white line that feels safe to ride in, the way that roads have been resurfaced recently 
means that it's just all the loose shit that gets pushed to the side giving a cycle lane more of an off 
road feeling to it. Pot holes are getting ridiculous, tyre puncturingly bad in places. Have thought on 
more than one occasion that I should be sending you the repair bills, at £30 a time you may see why 
people get so mad at how the roads have fallen into such disrepair 

The cycle verges desperately need cutting  The pavements need clearing of dog mess around the 
Cemetery Road / Portland St./ Duke St area. More education on cleaning up after dogs or sanctions 
need to be introduced for unwilling owners. Maybe having bins available would help. 

Why can the speed humps which are of little use other than causing damage to vehicles and 
surrounding road surfaces, not be replaced by average speed cameras. The initial costs would surely 
be recovered in offender fines and savings from road repairs.The effect would be much better for all 
concerned and financially advantageous to the council in the future. A prime example of this would be 
in the Little Crosby Village and Lunt Village area's. There are also far to many 20mph restrictions on 
roads that are spacious and not heavily residential. 
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The repairs of road surfaces by incompetent workmen outside my house ,causing the house to rattle 
when tractors or heavy vehicles pass by.The traffic speeds past the house even though it's a 20mph 
area .There are no speed signs stating it's a 20mph area .The vibration on the house is causing 
serious damage to my property and other houses close by .I have contacted Sefton many times still 
nothing has been done . 

Why in 3 years have the pavement on bowling green close pr8 6et never been maintained as one side 
is completely overgrown and is unusable. Even though this has been reported to the council office in 
southport  

Why are the speed restrictions set to 20mph on roads that don't realky need it. It just causes  more 
congestion  

NO TAR ! 

The number if hgv on church rd towards docks is ludicrous. Weeds grass verges etc on a5036 from 
docks towards dunnings  bridge are neglected, looks run down. State of the dock road in terms of 
potholes and exposed ancient train tracks is appalling- had to replace so many tyres after blow outs.  

Transport system needs improving, especially to destination from Southport.  

More accessible information on how to claim for damage to car do to road conditions 

No 

Get the roads fixed of pot holes  

Having received subsidies for providing cycle lanes should you not be doing more to stop cars parking 
on these. Check Preston new road I am just glad I don't ride a bike however as a car driver the 
number of cycles that have had to return to main carriage way causeing problems is not acceptable 

20 mph doesn't work. Brooms cross road should be 4 lane. M57 switch  island ridiculous ! 

Yes we need to keep Rimrose Valley NO MORE ROADS 

Parking on pavements should be prohibited. Many times, I've had to walk into a busy road as the 
pavement has been blocked by  a vehicle. 

It's honestly about time that Southport gets the benefits you claim you provide. We are a neglected 
town, and that's dissapointing to see. You ask any resident and I guarantee the majority will say 
they're unhappy with Sefton's treatment of our town. Money should be split equally, and invested 
properly. The younger generation get no joy of what the town used to be. Even in the past 10 years it's 
become neglected.I'm only 21 and can see how downhill it's gone. It's a real shame. 

Too many 20 mph roads in Southport now. 

1 Crosby is not a resort. Move the iron men to Southport and thus reduce constant tourist traffic 
congestion, which only adds to the current overload. 2. Remove speed humps. They do not deter 
speeding motorists and in my case caused a spring to snap. Chicanes may be a solution. 3 Retain the 
road closures on Moor Lane/Edge lane to prevent rat runs and ruin quality of life for those residents. 4 
Construct Rimrose tip road for dock traffic and private cars of residents north of Ince woods (to give 
some long awaited respite to Waterloo and Crosby residents).  

Definitely need more secure bike hubs in district/areas ie churchtown. 

No 

Drainage is getting a big problem, blocked road drains and grids, drains are very quickly overloaded 
due to under capacity . 

The quality of road repairs recently have been atrocious  

I think sometimes we're you have put 20 restrictions on some roads is silly, as there are no schools or 
hospital near by, and I find some people get irritated, about the speed.  And the bumps well some are 
bigger than others. Which is silly, don't mind them really, butt they do wreck your car,. Pot holes are a 
pain,  but  apart from that no problem.   

Parking on local roads can often cause problems for resident access. I have a disability that affects my 
walking so uneven pavements can cause frequent  falls 

Humps on Virginia street are way too big amd possibly non-compliant with regulations - constantly 
scratch the underside of bumper! 
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We need improved and enforced road safety. Illegal parking, speeding especially. More speed bumps 
and cameras. The cycling infrastructure is a JOKE. Shared pavement is not a cycle lane! Potters Barn 
Corner is dangerous and too narrow for cycling onto the shared pavement. Street furniture too on the 
shared cycle route from Seaforth to Miller's Bridge is dangerous. It is filthy and a puncture hazard.  
Safety around Mersey Road/College Road/Alexandra Road is non existent, in spite of a tragic fatality 
there in recent memory. There are near misses on the roundabout there every day.  

Pavement parking on entrance to Bradford avenue from already very bad most days and cars 
reversing or driving out of one way slip road into Bradford avenue 

Not happy with road markings on give way, end of Damfield Lane, leading onto A 59 Northway. Can 
hardly be seen! Need to be made more visible!            Yours sincerely N Chadwick Mrs!  

when is something going to be done about reducing the speed of cars vans and hgvs using johnston 
avenue as a short cut before sumeone gets killed ie a child 

I'd like to see Sefton tackling the proposed new road through the Rimrose Valley.  The consultation 
was a joke and I don't see it solving the problem at all.  We want to keep our green space. I also don't 
think the councils takes any action to prevent services doing road works at inconvenient times as you 
"just give them the permission" (direct quote from call centre staff).  UU seem to have permission to 
dig holes and leave them for weeks with no staff in attendance, reducing busy roads down to one lane 
and closing pavements. 

completion to check all OK etc 

Valley and potentially destroying thousands of trees.  Nevertheless the tree planting took place 
anyway and I didn't receive any response.  As there are many budget cuts this is a unnecessary 
expense and now the weeds around the planted trees are overgrown, causing another unnecessary 
task of an allocated expense which I'm sure could be spent on other more important requirements ie 
potholes. 

There is no need for a road through Rimrose Valley as I drive to work each day and do not have a 
problem 

The council shouldn't feel the need to build new roads through green space areas that are already 
limited The council should do everything in its powers to protect green space which helps to improve 
air quality and gives people space to undertake recreational activities 

I find the prospect if the road through the rimrose valley a disgrace! It will degrade air quality and ruin 
lives. 

Totally wrong to build a rd on Rimrose valley we need the clean air and the wild life for our children 

Yes, I am very concerned about the high levels of traffic pollution and the lack of  green spaces 
especially with Rimrose Valley under threat of being destroyed. How are you going to provide 
adequate natural space for the community to benefit well being and mental health? We need natural 
spaces and  we need to teach our young ones about wildlife and to respect and appreciate nature. 
Low levels of traffic pollution and natural spaces are priority  for me.  

Bring back the traffic wardens to Waterloo! 

Improved cleansing of cycle routes is really important.  We need to make sure they are swept of glass 
and kept clean  

I would like to see more emphasis on the behaviours of the road user, how this impacts on others and 
how it can be modified. 

Open up all blocked, stopped up roads in the borough to make traffic flow more efficiently. Make all 
residents only / permit only parking available to all cars for 2 hours, no return in 1 hour. This enables 
empty spaces to be used during the day when residents are out to work etc. Never, ever, close any 
junctions or give nimby residents the option to shut roads. 

No 

Pollution is very high in the area something ought to be done about the traffic on the roads for the sake 
of peoples health. More zebra crossings e.g Crosby Road South/Cambridge Road and better crossing 
near bottom of Princess way near docks 

I have noticed lately that a lot of HGVs are bypassing Dunningsbridge Rd and using Liverpool 
Rd/Gorsey Lane.  I feel these vehicles are too heavy for these roads and signs should be put up to 
encourage drivers not to use this area and to use the main route 
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Speed bumps are so uncomfortable in small cars and for elderly, frail passengers - even if you slow 
down as much as possible without stopping. They don't stop a significant amount of drivers who ignore 
the speed limits anyway and cause cars behind to become aggressive if you keep to the speed limits.  
Eg Melling Rd Aintree - where there are no houses crossing the racecourse, why so many speed 
bumps?  Maintenance - I was told that when our road was resurfaced by one of the workmen that they 
would come back to lower the kerb as I had previously paid for this service. They never did so and it's 
no different from people who haven't paid.  At the moment it isn't an issue as it's quite low, but as a 
family member was a wheelchair user, it would have caused a problem. Congestion through Edge 
Lane in Thornton is very bad.  It's not a route I regularly used and was unaware that there were regular 
tailbacks.  I almost missed a medical surgical procedure appointment because I didn't realise that 
there would be a tailback from the Junction at Aldi to Newfield School at mid-afternoon on a weekday. 
I had left what I thought was plenty of time to arrive and only got there a minute before the 
appointment. Signs would have helped to warn of delays. Verges and roundabouts in Maghull have 
nice flowers and are well maintained. Switch Island and South Sefton are poor in comparison. With 
budget cuts, I understand that it is not possible to maintain everywhere but expenditure should be 
more evenly distributed throughout the borough. Alternatively, local companies / supermarkets could 
be asked to sponsor the maintenance of the roundabouts. Switch Island is an arrival point for many 
visitors to the region so should create a good impression and Southport Rd is a main artery. Also 
Seatorth by the roundabout - en route to Another Place and also when Everton open their ground. 
Park and Ride schemes in Central and South Sefton would be good. Crosby Village and Bootle New 
Strand with links to Liverpool City Centre and Southport would be useful. If Southport has a park and 
ride, it is not advertised enough. The ones in Chester are great as they are signposted from the 
motorway. 

Traffic regulations in relation to speed limits, driving on footways, obstruction of footways and 
dangerous parking (e.g. outside schools and on pedestrian crossings) should be enforced. 

Cyclists seem to feel it is okay to use pavements and nothing is ever done about it. This concerns me, 
especially in areas with lots of pedestrians i.e. shopping centres 

There are too many traffic humps in the area where I live - Russell Road area. 20mph speed limits are 
a waste of time in the town especially on Main Roads. There could be more cycle tracks. 

Please reverse the proliferation of 20 mph zones in southport 

The street I live in has not had a drain cleaned for years also street cleaning seems to be a thing of the 
pass and only for town centres.  

Osborne Road Ainsdale is typical. Residents all have driveways yet they park on the pavements 
causing obstruction and damage to the pavements which make it very difficult for my elderly father to 
walk a long the road (and for me when I'm with him). Also this damage caused costly repairs for local 
council tax payers. Sky not enforce parking regs or liaise with those services who should do this? 
When I contacted Sefton about this, despite the website stressing that you operate a one contact 
service, the person dealing with it said it was various different depts and non-council services who 
have responsibility and she told me to contact them and wouldn't even help by proving contact details. 
And she sowed no interest in the severe difficulty my Dad has walking along there where he lives. It 
happens all over town centre streets though, deliveries in lorries damaging pavements put down at 
expense then repaired at expense to tax payers.  

pavement parking,specific parking areas design 

Get rid of 20 mph limits.They are more dangerous as you are constantly having to watch speedometer 
instead of the road.Ok in vicinity of schools but not on major roads,eg Sussex rd .Teach children green 
cross code again. 

The light controlled junction at Tesco on the Formby bypass needs improvement Ainsdale village has 
too much through traffic which should use Kenilworth Road and village should be changed to more of 
a pedestrian area with more parking. 

When are you going to measure pollution and congestion accurately on the A365. Why do all the trees 
and cleaning stop at the netherton junction on church road don't residents in LItherland and seaforth 
warrant a nice environment to live in and walk their children to school or that just for the more affluent 
areas such as maghull formby  Crosby and southport we all pay are council taxes.    

I would ask for upgrading and regular maintenance of a more comprehensive pattern of cycle paths in 
and around Southport. 
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The vehicle exits from Southport in the direction of Churchtown via both Albert Road and Queens 
Road up to the junction of Park Road, are a nightmare for both Buses, trucks and cars owing to the 
cars parked on the road and those parked on the road and footpath. These are not usually residents 
but workers or shoppers who leave cars for the day or part of the day.These two roads are quite 
narrow for a major road and in my opinion should not allow parking at any time on these important 
exits from town.  With respect to Albert road there are many trees along this stretch of road on the 
pavements. These have branches growing at the base of the trees severely restricting vision for both 
pedestrians wishing to cross the road and also vehicles exiting Alexandra Road and Leyland 
Road.These branches should be cut off. 

I am very concerned about the current plans to build a dual carriage way which will endanger the 
wildlife on Riimrose Valley.It will also add to air pollution levels which will affect the heart and lung 
health of people in the area.It already feels overwhelming with the development of the Brooms Cross 
new road.There are very few natural green spaces in Crosby and we need to preserve Rimrose Valley 
and preserve the physical and mental health benefits to people who live in the surrounding area.Other 
solutions should be used . 

Cyclists should have to take and pass a test in order to cycle on the roads. Too many of them think it 
is acceptable to use the road sometimes, then go on the pavement when the lights turn red. This is 
unacceptable and unfair. The state of the roads and the the number of potholes is a disgrace. The 
roads are being left to go to ruin and are not being fixed quickly or sometimes at all. The quality of 
pothole repairs is substandard and often leads to it being necessary to repair them again quickly. 
Some of the 20mph zones are ridiculous. The likes of Park Lane Bootle and Netherton, along with 
Bridle Road should not be 20mph zones. That is too slow and causes tail backs. 

Why have 20 mph speed limits , when there are no police to reinforce them , i live at 164 Sussex Road 
80+% of traffic travels along this road breaking the speed limit  never seen or heard of police carrying 
out speed checks  we all know there are not enough police , so train up volunteers to carry out this 
task , like they do in other parts of the country , or are they awaiting a child to get killed  it is a total 
disgrace and someone should be held to account   

I reported via website a potential 'sinkhole' in the road outside my house. I had watched the dip 
gradually worsen over months. I advised the council that I believed it was a sinkhole rather than a 
pothole. Within a week or so a team of workers dug up a four square metre area of road surface and 
repaired it as a pothole. Within months it had deteriorated and broken through to reveal a two foot hole 
and required repairing again. I was impressed with the speed and industry of the repair work, but the 
nature of the repair was wrongly diagnosed costing the council a second visit.  Also, the newly 
installed pedestrian crossing in Little Crosby near the church is rarely, if ever, used. I have driven past 
it at all times, including morning and afternoon school run, in total perhaps 1,000+ times since its 
installation and I have NEVER seen it used. Someone pulled a fast one persuading the council there 
was a need. There wasn't. There isn't. Please check your data if you have it to see its usage. 

I would like to see cleaner streets and repaired road. Cyclists stopped from using pavements and cars 
not to be parked on pavements.  

Car parking charges in Southport are rediculous and counter productive.  Also, the flat rate on buses (I 
am fully aware they are deregulated) means it's cheaper for my wife and I to get a taxi into Southport.   

Too many ridiculous 20mph speed limits!!!! 

Switch island is horrendous  

It is impossible to walk around our estate without having to walk on the road due to not being able to 
get passed either cars parked or trees,shrubs in the way. In general I must say that visiting Southport 
regularly the pedestrian walks eg chapel st . It's disgusting filthy and cyclist are always riding in this 
area ignoring the signs.  No wonder tourist are staying away and it is the same on lord street not being 
able to walk under the verandas due to shops perading goods and seating areas suddenly appear 
inside the area. 

Some areas are particularly difficult Moor lane Crosby has horrendous traffic issues heightened by the 
new road.  Also the speed bumps along Brownmoor lane are more of a hazard than help as residents 
park next to them or in row all park fully on the pavement to avoid parking next to a bump.  Cyclists 
take their life in their hands as have to navigate around while the cars also do so. Waste of time or use 
a full road sleeping policeman bump not a pillow.   
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All potholes are only temp repair as I have seen when I  drive around Sefton .will they be left like this . 
as a former highways technician for Sefton Council we would not allow this from any Contractor that 
was working for Sefton Concil  

The grass verges on the roads are in a terrible state Dunningsbridge road hasn't seen a mower for 
months.  I emailed about this a few weeks ago and the estate were I live they have cut the grass 
where I live but not Dunningsbridge road.  This is a major route into the north of the city  and should be 
maintained. 

I am disappointed that the repairs to Hall lane swing bridge from Northway in Maghull is done to such 
a poor standard that it has to be repeated every year.this is an extremely busy route to access Maghull 
train station. Also this road is overcrowded with parking causing significant delay in traffic flow .it also 
suffers from parking on the pavement particularly outside the house on alscot close Weber 
pedestrians including children and disabled have to walk into the road to get around cars there fully 
parked on the pavement. This road should be double yellow lines to aid traffic flow 

Dunningsbridge rd is very congested and any journey involving this route is slow at any time of day. 
HGV s i have found are using smaller roads in the area of the docks as alternatives/rat runs(eg 
Seaforth vale, Linacre rd) further congesting the areas roads. Street lighting is very poor and too often 
broken and slow to repair when informed. Pavements blocked by cars preventing emergency services 
acess and poor road maintenance is widespread. Cycle routes are just marked on pavements and are 
totally unsafe as not properly designed or as priority. 

I'm very concerned about pollution from switch island down to the docks. Also the amount of HGV 
lorries using this route, schools back onto these roads and children are been poisoned by the 
pollution. 

It would be good to see Sefton save money by turning off more street lighting 

Remove the pointless 20mph speed limits 

potholes, need urgent repairs when noticed. Speed Humps do not solve the problems that they were 
meant to solve & damage low wheelbase vehicles. i personally have contacted to report a Street Light 
out,but still not repaired.a month later, our area does need the council to have an employee to observe 
the Lighting after dark to ensure we have satisfactory lighting. 

There are often cars parked over the wide entrances to entries in Sandon Street Waterloo. A fire 
engine would not be able to get through to the rear of some properties.   

Sefton provides a very poor service in every area compared to other councils  

Better quality repairs are needed for pot holes.  

Rubbish road repairs. I see the same potholes being filled in time and time again. Instead of the road 
being dug up and proper repairs done all that appears to happen is that the hole is filled and the 
underlying cause never investigated. Very noticeable on Queens Rd. 

Please do NOT put a road through Rimrose Valley. 

THE BIGGEST PROBLEM I WOULD CURRENTLY IDENTIFY IS WITH DRAINAGE GULLIES. THEY 
RARELY SEEM TO BE CLEANED OUT AND THE SAME PLACES FLOOD AFTER HEAVY RAIN 
E.G. END OF COLLEGE ROAD NEAR JUNCTION WITH LIVERPOOL ROAD NORTH. SOME OF 
YOUR QUESTIONS REQUIRE A "NOT APPLICABLE" OPTION. 

Sewer collapses in road dig down to fix not just fill holes with tarmac this happens all to often  

pavements upgrades on Liverpool Rd/Crosby Rd. Nth have not been  completed since 2005. Time 
they were!  Some pedestrian crossings are too close to each other. Traffic flow then affected. LOOK 
AGAIN AT THESE? 

The increase of traffic in my area has increased   air pollution and reduced air quality which has 
resulted in me having further breathing difficulties making it difficult for me to walk to work, and i have 
to increase medication, increased symptoms, have extra visits to doctor and hospital. The increased 
levels of HGV'so allowed on the road during  unsociable hours has resulted in loss of sleep. The roads 
are extremely difficult to cross and makes it unsafe for children and adults. Not all adults like myself 
have the ability to use walkway bridges or walk to crossings which are a great distance apart. We are 
not included formed enough on air quality which can effect myself as a chronic asthmatic and walking 
difficulties. Lighting in alley ways is poor and paths are frequentlying overgrown resultinget in unsafe 
paths. There is a walkway on my road which is well used but not maintained. 
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When making a complaint on-line regarding the pot holes in Beresford Drive, I received no 
acknowledgement, have seen no action taken in order to resolve the problem.   If a person makes a 
complaint I would expect at the least that it is acknowledged with some indication of when the issue 
will be resolved (even if it is 3 months away because of budget restrictions).  Finally, if people take the 
time to participate in the survey it is important to ensure that an action plan is published to show the 
council will use the information provided by the public. 

Less 20mph restrictions this causes more pollution. Agree outside schools, hospitals, etc but not on 
main roads. Far too many now 

1. We seem to get flurries of activity especially with road repairs/work rather than spaced out thus I 
have noticed in several areas a lot of work going on at the same time causes a lot of unnecessary 
congestion. 2. Being Over 60 and having a Bus Pass I am still puzzled why it is only applicable after 
09:30 when the earlier buses are virtually empty. It is also annoying when I have an hospital 
appointment prior to 10:00 and I have to pay to get there. 3. There are several streets now that have 
both a 20 MPH speed limit and regular Speed Bumps. Surely one or the other would be enough! 4. It 
appears to me that it takes far too long for the council to repair pot-holes which leads to them being far 
worse when eventually tackled. 

Have fallen over several times because of the condition of the pavements in Ainsdale. 

Pavement parking and parking on zebra crossing zig zags is a problem in the old Roan. 

I was in Warwick this week and it was clear that they had planted wild flowers on their roundabouts 
and grass verges on the highway.  This is likely to be a cost saving measure so that they don't have to 
cut the grass., I'm sure wouldn't cost a lot to implement but may make the highways look a little less 
overgrown and may even encourage wildlife! 

I am totally opposed to the Highways Agency decision to build a road through Rimrose Valley. RV is a 
valuable green space and absolutely vital for the health and wellbeing of the residents of Sefton.  As 
soon as this proposal was mooted I realised that this scheme was a 'done deal', despite the small 
number of consultation meetings that were held. I think that there are people in this area who still have 
no idea that this abomination is about to take place. A sad time for Sefton and its residents This will 
scar the district forever and have long reaching impacts in terms of health and safety. Also, Brooms 
Cross Road has been a complete disappointment. Bad road marking at the approaches and there 
have been no attempts to police the reckless drivers who speed along it. BCR has done absolutely 
nothing to reduce the traffic flow and congestion along Moor Lane, If BCR is anything to go by, then 
the RV road will be another disaster. Speeding vehicles, bad parking and congestion near schools 
never appears to be tackled. Let's face it, sadly - in Sefton (as elsewhere) - CARS RULE. 

Motorists either as driver or passenger are the vast majority of the population. Treat them as such! 

Why impose an unenforceable expensive and polluting trwenty mph speed limit and then suggest we 
try moving to a higher gear, presumably tot undo the damage done by this ill thought out  new limit? 
Sluggers you look at the Manchester experience!!! Hardly rocket science is it? 

Sefton council wasted money on park and ride service in kew in Southport. If they opened that road up 
for cars it would ease the main roads as there are 3/4 schools within close proximity of each other so 
the roads are a nightmare especially in the mornings. Not only with school times when events are on 
in Southport the roads can be a nightmaree so by opening that road it would ease a lot of the 
congestion  

I would like to request the consideration of speed bumps on Merton road.  A new estate with young 
families occupying most houses.  The traffic coming from coffee house bridge show no consideration 
for anything or anyone as they drive over it at high speeds. 

Cars should be REVERSED  into  echelon parking spaces as it can be dangerous reversing onto a 
busy road when backing out  as visibility is obstructed.  Also, vans and large cars e.g. 4 x 4s  should 
not be permitted in such spaces. I have seen several near  misses in Brows Lane, in Formby. Home 
owners should be asked to trim back  low-hanging branches from trees on their property, subject to a 
fine in extreme cases. Similarly, the Council should make more of an effort to cut back undergrowth  
on their land, impinging on public footpaths e.g. Formby Station to the roundabout. 
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What effect has the 20mph speed limit done for the area, as a club cyclist I sometimes travel at 20 and 
get passed close by speeding cars. As a motorist 20mph is counterproductive.  Why isn't there a direct 
cycle route from Southport to Crosby?  What is being done regarding close passes by cars of cyclists.  
With better safer routes I would use my bike more and my car less.  Lack of Secure storage of bikes in 
towns means it's unlikely I would ever leave it. 

Pavement in Virgins Lane L23 totally blocked by hedge and growth impassable to pedestrians, Parma, 
wheelchairs at weekend when event on at CHET. people including myself, had to push pram the 
length of the road in oncoming traffic. Particularly dangerous at the bend.  Cars parked too close to 
corners causing problems entering roads eg. college Avenue at College Road end, Greenway and 
Millcroft.. Needs double yellow lines to restrict parking near junction   I would cycle more if some 
pavements were split for bikes. Roads are very dangerous for most cyclists, and drains potholes near 
gutters make it worse. 

The proposed road through Rumrose Valley is criminal and will decimate the local area not just 
because it is a beautiful recreational  facility but because of the damage it will do the the health and 
wellbeing of the local community. Many local children do not have gardens to play in; they have yards 
and Rimtose is their only access to grass, trees, nature and clean air. Many older people, including 
myself, walk daily in the park and find it very therapeutic. Once the road is built, South Sefton will 
become so dirty and abandoned that it will be even more undesirable compared to the posher areas of 
Formby etc. The difference in the presentation and the maintenance between the bypass and 
Dunnningsbridge illustrates the Councils lack of care, indeed utter contempt for the poorer areas of the 
borough and the wellbeing of it's residents. If you can spend money on flowers in Formby and 
Southport then you are not short of a few bob. 

I BELIEVE THAT CUTTING A DUAL CARRIAGEWAY THROUGH RIMROSE VALLEY WILL BE 
CATASTROPHIC FOR THE HEALTH OF THE RESIDENTS AND VISITORS OF SOUTH SEFTON.  
WATERLOO IS A TOURIST ATTRACTION WITH MANY PEOPLE COMING DURING WARM 
SUMMER DAYS OR FOR PARTICULAR EVENTS LIKE THE TALL SHIPS.  HOWEVER THE 
CLEANING OF THE STREETS AND PAVEMENTS ARE DISGUSTING.  WITH BINS OVERFLOWING 
AND LITTER STREWN, THE AREA IS NOT ATTRACTIVE TO VISITORS AND WE ARE CLEARLY 
NOT MAKING USE OF THIS LOVELY AREA.  SIGNPOSTING TO LAKESIDE, THE ANTHONY 
GORMLEY STATUES AND CROSBY MARINA IS VERY POOR - ONLY SITED ONCE YOU ARE ON 
CROSBY ROAD SOUTH.  DUNNINGS BRIDEG ROAD AND CHURCH ROAD IS CONSTANTLY 
FULL OF POT HOLES, CRASHED RAILINGS WHICH ARE NOT REPAIRED FOR YEARS.  THIS IS 
A MAIN GATEWAY ONTO SEFTON AND IS A DISGRACE MAKING SFETON LOOK SHABBY AND 
UNATTRACTIVE.  SENDING A MESSAGE TO PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN THE AREA THAT IF THEY 
LIVED IN THE SOUTHPORT AREA  THINGS WOULD NOT BE SO BAD! 

why did you spend resourses on lord st losing its distinction of red when it didnt need doing then 
turning it into a black patchwork quilt. 

Parking charges are too high, I can't afford to shop in town, nor can I afford to use the leisure centre, 
Dunes, the inflation rate is not now, nor has it ever been 1000% so I don't understand the price hike.  
When I go to Tesco to shop, as it is free to park, the drive is a nightmare, thanks to the introduction of 
ALL the traffic lights and mini-roundabouts, it takes three times longer than it used to, and most 
incompetent morons do not know the correct indication for roundabouts. Also, the thick black smoke 
coming from the buses exhausts fills my car and makes me feel ill. When walking my four children to 
school, one is disabled, it is a nightmare to cross the road at carr lane/liverpool road, especially last 
week, when the lights were not working for 24 hrs, we were nearly killed!   

Pavement obstruction tree roots altering camber dangerous for disabled wheelchair users 

No 

I reported the pot holes on Moss Lane, Hightown and the repairs are a disgrace. Whoever did them 
requires training on how to repair pot holes. 

Pollution caused by far too much commercial traffic on the roads of South Sefton is intolerable.  
Pollution is shocking causing extreme health conditions.  A solution to the excessive traffic from the 
Port should be the primary focus of Sefton council. This alone would ease the pressure of cleaning 
and maitaining our roads and transport.  
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Resident of Hightown where access to many places is difficult. I share a car so sometimes it's 
impossible to access places like the GPs surgery or hospital - I have a chronic condition that causes 
muscle weakness and chronic fatigue. I've lived in my home for 20+ years and now find I cannot walk 
to the station as well as do the activity. I rely on the shared car to get out for most things. The 
occasional bus helps to get to the rail station but it's route is limited.  

Why do we always get them same answer,quote [sorry but due to cutbacks this  issue is of low 
importance] in qoute, this answer is common place within the council ,everything is important.there 
has been cut backs for quite a number of years surely it has turnaround sometime very infuriating. 

Moss Lane in Churchtown is need of resurfacing- done properly . Cheap tar with stones thrown over 
lasts no length of time. It's false economy! Do it properly in the first place & it will last. Lord Street in 
Southport is another prime example of shoddy materials in the fact it now looks like a patchwork quilt! 

As a resident in Melling, this area is quite isolating if you do not have a car.  The footpaths and cycle 
routes have not been altered at all in the 18 years I have lived here especially as there has been a 
growth in housing.  Footpaths and cycle routes should be a priority as I have seen many children 
attempt to cycle along Waddicar Lane towards Poverty Lane in Maghull due to the stricter rules for bus 
pass allocation.   The availability of cycle paths along these roads heading towards Maghull would 
improve the lives of many in Melling, for children to have better transport to reach friends who live in 
Maghull, rather than heading down the canal which is very isolated and also not cycle friendly in 
places.  The canal paths are just about equipped for walking, should be improved for cycling to 
Maghull and have bins for dog waste which still after 18 years I have not seen along the canal.  The 
actual pavements are a huge safety concern heading out of the centre of  Melling , very narrow and in 
places none existent where pedestrians are forced to cross in dangerous places for this reason you 
don't see many walking in Melling, we are reliant on cars. There is one major route in Melling to be 
looked after by the council Waddicar Lane through to Poverty Lane and pot holes have been a 
massive issue this year.  I feel also the safety for pedestrians and cyclists on Waddicar Lane should 
be a priority due to narrow roads and unavailable paths due to Melling not having access to a train 
station close by. Walking and cycling to Maghull for residents of Melling who use schools and other 
facilities in that area should be much more improved.    

Stop pavement parking  we all pay council tax and pavements are for pedestrians,and roads for 
vehicles  

North end lane adjoins the Formby bypass and is a very dangerous junction. Are there any plans to 
put in lights or preferably a roundabout to slow traffic down and allow people to turn both left and right? 

More money  must be spent on road maintenance. Plus when a roadis dug up for any reason it should 
be a rule that identical road surface should be used to fill the hole. I think it is ridiculous to see tons of 
dicferent colour tarmac in patches makes the roads look so ugly and can be uneven causing bumps in 
road. Please stop using the quick fix of dropping tar and loose stones to resurface roads it is wrecking 
my car. The black tar flicks up on stones and sticks all over our car we have to spend hours scrubbing 
it off and sometimes even with expensive solutions it won't come off! This happens long term after the 
road has been done it's not even just when it's new.  

I have contacted Sefton council on numerous occasions to complain about the TOTAL lack of street 
sweeping and drain clearance in my road. On all occasions i have been totally fobbed off. My road is 
NEVER swept and the drains are blocked leading to flooding.   

hightown roads are a disgrace and dangerous, also the speed of traffic  extremely dangerous. Also 
since the pathway to Crosby has been opened  the  untrained family cyclists  use the roads as one big 
cycle track. young children all over the road. its only going to be a matter of time before somebody is 
killed  

Speeding vehicles is a huge problem where I live, Balmoral Drive in Churchtown. We have the 7th 
largest primary school in England accessed Monday to Friday by parents dropping their children off at 
the rear car park and we also have people driving their vehicles at 60/70mph. This is supposed to be 
20mph limit? We are also having 150 extra houses being built down Balmoral Drive, and at the 
moment I can't work out what affect this will have on the speeding traffic. It's real problem. I have also 
seen a driver undertake via the pavement (across an access entry to a children's playing field) on 
Bankfield Lane, probably due to the speed bumps which are in my opinion not needed on that road. I 
genuinely believe we need a speed camera on the bend of Balmoral and a zebra crossing close to the 
Botanic/Stray.  
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The grids down Shrewsbury Avenue, L22 are shocking. They are full of tarmac from when the road 
resurfacing was done months and months ago. When will it be rectified? A heavy downpour of rain will 
see that road flooded. I hope Sefton Council didn't pay the contractor the full amount! 

The 20mph limits are a terrible waste of money. They have been applied illogically, they are ignored 
by almost all drivers including taxis and buses. It makes very good sense to enforce 20mph limits 
around schools & playgrounds as well as some roads with heavy pedestrian use but what we have is a 
near blanket application including some broad roads with very wide verges between road and 
pavement. 

Accurate pollutants levels via digitised monitors is required in South Sefton due to the impact of the 
dock expansion. 

How are you dealing with the increased congestion problems in Formby?  I am sick of being a prisoner 
in my own home because of the standing traffic, noise levels and exhaust pollution are getting worse 
by the day. 

Why aren't pothole repairs completed to a high quality firs5 t8me around? 

I think there should be a set of traffic lights on the Southport side of Formby bypass just before north 
end lane to allow traffic to easily flow in and out of north end lane. It can be very dangerous to go from 
0-60 miles an hour with people who are already travelling 60mph and it will allow time for people 
entering the bypass roundabout from Liverpool road. There has been many accidents at this junction 
because it can get so busy and congestion during rush hour can leave miles of traffic backed up on 
Liverpool road.  

I think people will have different answers depending on which part of Sefton they live in, so this needs 
to be taken into consideration.  Also, some things have occurred but been fixed within a short time 
period, eg. potholes, so although some roads have been particularly bad they have mostly been fixed 
now, eg. Fleetwood Road and Park Avenue in Southport. 

You may have budget constraints but the first thing hit is front line services while the gravy train at the 
top carries on! Sefton has destroyed Southport.......well done muppets. 

i have emailed sefton highways twice in the last month re dangerous and costly repairs and parking 
where i live i have recieved a reply to say there will be a 34 week wait to answer my email still waiting 
sefton needs to be a little bit more in touch with residents who find the time to try and help with 
problems that may or alreaddy have happened 

Road hazards in the village of Ainsdale,,,parking on bends and outside shops parking by owners 
causing buses to cross white lines etc outside champs pub and flower shop  

I would like the 20mph speed limit enforced and something done about the "rat run" of Dodworth 
Avenue.  

If laws and regulations already applying to roads and highways were properly enforced they would 
probably pay for all the shortfalls in budget. 

We need more drop kerbs all over Sefton this is the most frustrating thing for anyone in a wheelchair 
because they become isolated  because can't just go out in the wheelchair and get to where they need 
to go, also sick to death of vehicles parking too close to the corners in side road so when driving you 
can't even turn out of the road, all side road corners need double yellow lines to stop idiots parking too 
close to corner as I thought it was illegal to park too close to a corner 

Cost/proliferation of 20 mph signage ridiculous, given that they are universally ignored. A very local 
and personal issue but could possibly you FUNNEL any more traffic  down Spooner Avenue L21 
5HH.. It WAS a quiet residential Road but new development and increased volume of heavy traffic 
cutting corners to get to Church Road heve made it a rat run- 20 mph? More like 50 mph- some 
mornings I have to wait for a gap in the traffic to pull away from my home. It's a road many children 
wealk to Primary school- and all the pictures in the world inset into the pavement will not make it safe- 
the irony. 

In my opinion,since the council has erected 20mph signs, drivers are going faster I'd..over 30mph and 
driving on the Formby bypass is becoming more horrendously....bad driving,dangerous driving.. 
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I consider that the 20mph speed limits introduced on most residential roads should be scrapped as it is 
rarely observed and never monitored. Outside schools and hospitals are essential especially in 
relation to schools when children are going to and from the buildings. It was never,ever intended to be 
rolled out as it has been and has brought the acceptance by drivers of speed limits in general into 
disrepute. 

We need more drop kerbs especially in the lakes estate and there needs to be more awareness of 
how parking on kerbs affects wheelchair users  

I live in Formby. The traffic in the warm weather is horrendous. I feel trapped in my house as my road 
gets so congested with standing traffic.  

Weeds and plants growing all over the place.  Grass growing very long.  Not cared for, even in areas 
where properties are over £500,000.  Potholes and roads are in dire condition and speed bumps are 
everywhere and do not control what they are supposed to control namely the boy racer who will just 
race over them anyway. There is absolutely nowhere free to park to be able to enjoy the coast. Check 
New Brighton where parking is free and the place is buzzing!!! Feel like not a lot is given back to the 
general care of the area. 

Speed limits in Maghull especially the 20mph is a complete waste of time and money if it isn't 
monitored well. Especially around schools 

When will Sefton council listen to the electorate about local matters and not selling out to large 
corporations, building large developments adding to already severely congested roads, this primarily 
to fund cut backs due to mis managed funds over years of power. The amount of road fund paid 
should more than cover the cost decent roads, we have a worse road infrastructure than many so 
called third world countries.  

20 mile/hr speed limit 

Yes, issues raised re condition of grass verge outside our property was dismissed as not being a 
priority by the Council Officer who responded to our complaint. This was despite us advising the 
pavement floods due to damage caused to the verge by a council vehicle clearing leaves in the 
autumn. The flooded area had frozen in the winter and a lady slipped over. Maybe the Council would 
prefer to wait until a claim for injury is made before any action is taken. Also the grass verges in 
Lydiate weren't cut recently when the Maghull ones up to Pilling Lane were! Rant over!  

cannot understand why Sefton council are allowing more & more properties to be built in the area , we 
have No facilities whatsoever ! Schools won't be able to handle influx of more pupils , you cannot even 
get through on the phone to the doctors surgeries , let alone obtain an appointment ! Melling has 
literally one bus service 345 , so unreliable it is untrue & that finishes so ridiculously early that if you 
want to go to socialise outside of melling you can't , unless you care to add another £15 onto your 
night for a cab ! No leisure facilities , no library  . Not much at all really . Yet Sefton council keep giving 
permission for more & more people to reside in our tiny village . Very sad .  

Yes why is it that Maghull get there grass verges cut and weeds are sprayed etc every other week 
whereas Bootle and litherland are left to overgrow 

Living on Kirkstone Rd South my family is aware that the pollution caused by the amount of heavy 
traffic, especially HGVs on Church Rd, is having a detrimental effect on our health as we all suffer 
from Asthma 

Speed cameras on several sections of formby bypass to stop motorcycle racing 

Please do something about the side walks on Bailey drive L20. Since the council put in Vehicle 
parking areas onto the side walks, rain when it falls cannot get to the gutters/gullies and so 
pedestrians have to walk through puddles to get from either ends of the pavement or to their homes 
once out of their cars. It has been like this for many years, but as it only matters to those of US that get 
our feet wet.  It is not that important, it is when the winter comes and older and younger people have to 
walk through water, Ice and Snow.  

The survey mentions rights of way in a number of questions and talks about footpaths and bridleways. 
You have ignored 'byways open to all traffic' 

I worry about air pollution... Vehicles parked on grass verges turning them into mud it looks awful and I 
would like to see more trees planted NOT cut down 
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I would like to see less lorries on princess way, churchroad and dunnings bridge. The speed of the 
lorries is ridiculous and dangerous. Recently I have noticed more HGVs along sefton road and gorsey 
lane. There needs to be more filter arrows for right turning traffic at junctions particularly hawthorne 
/linacre and hawthorne/marsh lane. Also junctions should never have 3 lanes leading into two this 
leads to dangerous driving. The road marking at Hawthorne/linacre are confusing and dangerous. I 
jave been driving for 30 years and feel the roads are not a pleasure to drive along anymore. I am 
aware the safety of pedestrians is paramount 20mph on some roads is totally unnecessary.  

The buses on Stanley road by North park block the roads when they are changing drivers and access 
to the roundabout is difficult as you have to go into oncoming traffic, what makes it worse is the relief 
drivers turning up in white vans blocking the buses from parking correctly and this exacerbate the 
situation especially when there is a crossing that you can't see due to all the parked buses and other 
vehicles 

You need to take urgent action against drivers who block pavements for pedestrians, wheelchair users 
and prams.   You need to help educate cyclists to stay OFF the pavements.   You need to spend 
Sefton Council Tax income in ALL areas and not just Southport. The grass cutting on Dunningsbridge 
Road for example is an absolute disgrace, the grass is taller than the railings at the side of the road. 
Shameful.  

Lately a lot of pavements in the hillside area are becoming very dangerous, I've tripped many times 
out when walking the dog and as we got so much money from the golf open I think it's time to repair 
them to the standard they should be especially Waterloo rd. it should it look amazing being the drive 
up to the golf from liverpool. Should be the number 1 place in Sefton with royal Birkdale on its 
doorstep  

New broom cross road should have been dual carriageway! 

Can you consider putting cameras on traffic lights because every day myself or my family are 
confronted with drivers who think it's acceptable to drive through on red. I am sure that issuing fines for 
this would not only be a good source of income for the council but it would also be a deterrent . 

Remove the road humps. Also remove the  ridiculous roundabouts on  Northern perimeter Road.  Start 
introducing giveaways at left turns on traffic lights.  Put a flyover onto the M57 and M58.  

No 

The questions are very basic about the very basic needs of the use of the the roads and rail systems 
by the local population. It seem that a lot  of money is being paid to these so called CONSULTANTS to 
develope these most basic of so called surveys/questionnaires. A survey of the amount of time 
actually spent by the council employees doing their jobs daily would help as would the idea of night 
work(appreciate budget restrictions). The amount of trash lying around Bootle is a disgrace never mind 
the quality of the roads and cycleways!!!! 

20mph limits on the majority of roads are pointless. Formby bipass speed limit needs average speed 
cameras and a 50mph limit  Roundabout by jospice / broomscross way Thornton needs to be  
redesigned, to allow better flow from Thornton to Formby  

Not enough parking at peak times and perhaps lifting some restrictions during these times.   

No street cleaning at all provided in the cul-de-sac in which I reside all though it is provided along the 
main road 

Illegal parking and queuing to get to the pine woods is a joke. As a resident who lives nearby I've 
reported this on numerous occasions and never get s reply from the council.   The pot holes in queens 
rd in formby are horrific. Again I've reported these and they remain unfixed. They've been poorly fixed 
but are as bad as ever!! What a joke!! If I damage my car you will get the bill.  

No 

Parking in residential streets by commercial vehicles is a real problem in CROSBY. Large vans and 
trucks park overnight quite often well away from the owner's property. In some cases this reduces 
traffic flow and causes disruption. 
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As a Formby resident like others from this area I feel reluctant to go out at weekends during the good 
weather owing to the increased traffic from outside the area that causes  major hold ups that  gridlock 
the main routes in and out. This is on top of roadworks that take forever. The visitors create more litter 
and the local residents are left to voluntarily clean up because there are insufficient places to deposit 
most of it. People depositing litter in the street and open spaces should be heavily find.  The Council 
should monitor any work carried out on the highway and contact the company responsible when work 
stops over weekends and or time without good reason causing undue delays/blockages to roads etc. 
The 20mph signage was a waste of money the would have been better spent on filling potholes and 
educating people about using roadabouts (I.e. who has right of way).  Road works should be carried 
out properly rather that getting the cheapest quote meaning the repairs does not last. This is not good 
practice of value for money. If you you have read this I will be surprised. This is a pointless exercise 
that will be ignore and not acknowledged. 

The work standard of repairs to potholes is shocking.  So many streets look like patchwork quilts and 
the poor quality repairs fail too quickly.  As a cyclist so many streets have dangerous ruts/potholes in 
them and drivers are not aware to give cyclists enough clearance given the poor quality of the part of 
the road cyclists use to avoid potential hazards. 

I dont use buses - main reason being I dont need to but if I did it would be extremely difficult.   We 
have no easy access now the bus route has been taken off the area. The state of the road and gutters 
is appalling in our area.  weeds and mess everywhere. 

Southport is flat and ideal for cycling, we should take a close look at small towns in Holland where 
nearly every one uses bikes as their 2ND mode of transportation  Not just putting white lines on the 
roads that car users ignore but cycle lanes on main routes into the town   

build a tunnel from the docks to switch island. open up all the old tunnels under bootle and use them to 
get freight off the docks. build some storage cages for canoes along the canals so people can rent 
them or buy there own and use the canal.  

The congestion on sunny days around the national trust squirrel reserve 

Lord Street north end especially/ Chapel street pavement areas are very dirty with staining...not very 
attractive for visitors.Chapel St is a total disgrace-for a town which holds an annual Flower Show..it 
should be bright colourful & full of flowers. I have noticed broken paving and filthy benches. Far too 
many 20mph restrictions on roads that should 30mph...no schools or children in sight?! Why? It has 
made driving around Southport even more stressful trying to keep to this ridiculous speed & I am not a 
person who generally drives fast...but this is ludicrous! It's causing other road users behind me to 
become increasingly inpatient with me  trying to keep to this silly limit, causing myself to become 
anxious and not concentrating on my driving,as I should, because I'm more concerned with the angry 
speed demons behind me!!! Lord Street resurfacing hasn't been a success...very uneven and 
noticeably bumpy from the first day it was completed...and don't get me started on the colour!! We all 
much prefared the red surface... sadly, the business rate payer/ council tax payer had no say in this. 
Something needs to be done with certain roads on Lord Street...they are accident hotspots! Namely- 
Hill Street ..this should be made left turn only onto Lord Street- I have witnessed many accidents on 
this junction. Likewise, Union Street junction to Lord Street the same problem. The other two roads 
that are so narrow people can't get through...Bold Street& Seabank Road..these both should be made 
one way streets...one going towards the promenade+ one going on to Lord Street...this would stop the 
congestion &accidents in that area. With regards to the cycle lane issues in the survey... It is a good 
thing to have them..however, lots of cyclist don't use them- especially on The coastal road. Which 
causes tail backs at slow speed, dangerous overtaking it should be compulsory for cyclist to use the 
paths on the roads in which they have been provided.     

Travelling to anything outside Merseyside (hospital atbormskirk) or anythibgbkn the Wigan Manchester 
line is hell - expensive or down roads with worst potholes than seftons.   Planning is undertaken like 
we have everything in Sefton.    Many drop downs in Birkdale fill with water as they are uneven or 
have had tar and stone road coatings that have raised the road level / any attempt to report these are 
dismissed. No one deals With parking in pavements outside theBootle Preferential area.   Parking 
enforcement is a cash cow in Southport designed to make popping into a shop to collect a game of 
chance.  
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When is irlam rd Bootle getting some speed restrictions.  B4 someone ends up dead.. in past 6 
months there has been 3 cars wrote of by speeding drivers.. a gas leak were they crashed after losing 
control due to speeding.. plus the number of hgv  wagon using this road is stupid especially  when 
there is vechles  parked both sides . Which makes it in possible for us to park as residents or use our 
driveways as we get blocked in or out all the time.. some think needs to be done about this road it's a 
disgrace and dangerous  

Pavement repair along the 'yellow path off Westminster drive, along side the dunes , between the 
coast road, has been done, but it doesn't last, ive tripped many times . They crack and sink again,  

Why are cars allowed to park with wheels on the pavement - no signage giving permission Need more 
appropriate cycle lanes to get crease usage by wider population Online queries are acknowledged, 
then ignored. I will chase again Freshfield beach parking needs sensible coordination to allow visitors 
to park and residents to move freely 

Speed limits, im not unhappy because there's speeding cars but because there's too many 20mph 
roads including big wide main roads. With a minimum of 4 poles and 8 signs on each road I hate to 
think of the install and maintenance cost.  Cyclists need to keep off the road at formby bypass and 
southport coastal road its way too dangerous for everyone 

1. The roads do get repaired but the quality of the repairs is poor, so often needs replacing soon after. 
2. The mapping on the reporting a fault system is poor and not the easiest to use 3. Congestion is a 
nightmare in formby and getting out at peak times can take 15 minutes, this is before any new 
properties are built 4. Since brooms road opened this has added journey time onto getting out of 
formby as more cars use that road than before, without reducing speed, so it's harder to get out. 5. 
The zebra crossing needs replacing on Liverpool road by the small row of shops as several times I 
have near been run over by drivers not obeying the Highway Code  

Why do so many cyclists use the FOOTpaths instead of the road!  If you mention it (that there's a clue 
in the name FOOTpath) you get a load of abuse. We even get cyclists telling us to get out of their way!  
Also, before I had to give up driving, the number of cyclists on the dual carriageways when they have 
cycle lanes!  Bye-laws need to be constructed AND ENFORCED!  I believe that the Highway Code 
says that cyclists must not be on footpaths, and that cyclists MUST use cycle paths/lanes if provided. 
Why are Councils and Police not enforcing this????  

This questionnaire is far too long and repetitive.  Don't just think of a question and put it on the list, 
think about what you really NEED to know. 8 to 10 questions is my limit. I'm not here to do your job for 
you. 

Train links from Southport appalling to Manchester impacting on jobs family life puts people off coming 
to live in Sefton because links are so bad  

Less street lights, more road safety our road is bad for speeding near school. Better information and 
quality of life enhancements. 

Compared to South Sefton - the off road cycle paths are poorly maintained and are of loose gravel 
which is hazardous to ride on as the tyres slip on gravel. Tarmac or another solid path would make the 
Cheshire Lines and Pine Forest paths more enjoyable and safer to ride. An additional off road path 
through the dunes would be welcomed. 
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I walk, ride a bike/motorbike, drive a car/van and occasionally a PCV around Sefton and the rest of the 
country. There are good and bad things about the road services provided and safety measures 
utilised.  for time saving I will focus on the negative as positives are ticked in the survey. I get 
frustrated by the impatience and general worsening driving habits of people and how this is 
inadvertently encouraged by measures introduced for safety or congestion easing. EG.  Several 
junctions have single lanes split into 2, 2 into 3 and so on. I believe they are to improve flow but I do 
not think that is the case. It turns these junctions into drag race strips with everyone fighting to get in 
front which causes near collisions, road rage and bottle necks. Plus these lanes are usually too narrow 
for HGVs and PCVs. This has had the knock on affect at junctions where the lanes are not marked as 
split but impatient people now cruise past the que and form another lane causing all the same 
problems.  Lanes on certain roads have been narrowed with Bollards in the road centre. EG Linacre 
Road. I think this is not good for cyclists as it forces cars driving positions into the gutter area where 
cycles should be. Again, cars force their way past cycles when approaching the bollards. In these ares 
I would consider riding on the pavement as there is usually no cycle lane. Definitely if I was out with 
children. While I agree with lowering the speed limits around housing estates there are a few areas 
where the limit being reduced is ridiculous.  Park Lane and Bridle road. being a couple of examples. 
The only people doing 20mph there are learners. Closely followed by a line of frustrated drivers who 
end up taking risks to get passed. A lot of other areas have part time speed limits around main roads 
with schools. Perhaps these should be considered and could be enforced during the school run by 
police instead of their usual opportunist speed traps on hills and bends. Some of the speed humps in 
the area are far too severe. I have spent hundreds on damaged suspension parts.  There are several 
cycle paths (service roads) that run next to busy roads. EG Dunningsbridge and Formby Bypass.I see 
cycles on the main road and think they should be used compulsory. Fined if not.  There is very little 
safe motorcycle parking. I have seen motorcycle parking where they can be locked to a post of secure 
bar. I don't think this would be too expensive and may encourage more motorcycle use.  I could 
probably go on. Thanks   

My biggest concern is the amount of dog mess (mainly in residential streets), the worst affected areas 
(Southport PR9 postcodes) have hardly any signs about fines imposed for dog mess or any wardens 
to impose them. The problem is getting worse and urgently needs addressing. Also cyclists 
(particularly teens) need training on how to ride on roads properly and using lights at night. Adult 
cyclists often ride along the coastal road and Formby bypass rather than using the cycling paths which 
is dangerous. Tractors should be stopped from using the coastal road as they slow down traffic and 
cause dangerous overtaking -they should stick to 30 mph area. Cars should be banned from parking 
even partly on pavements as you have to walk around or cross the road to get past. Car parks are far 
too expensive and you are using commuters as a cash cow (ie cost of parking in Bootle car parks is 
extortionate). 

Many questions are  not overly relevant. Bottom line is that there are common ongoing issues that 
affect and concern the majority of the residents of sefton. Too many potholes going unrepaired. Road 
repairs being completed to a very poor standard. Road resurfacing being completed to a very poor 
standard. Weed removal and the maintenance being carried out far too infrequently. Long delays in 
the repair of street lighting. Unnecessary speed restrictions/limits on many roads.  

There are far too many hgv's on road particularly using Dunningsbridge. Not only are there too many 
but the driving standards seem to be very poor ie using right hand lane and not overtaking or turning 
right thus hogging the lane and causing further congestion. Also the markings on this road seem to 
confuse a lot of drivers who aren't familiar with the area as lanes heading towards Bootle docks are 
marked and signed as both straight ahead on sign but at last minute the left lane is then marked as left 
turn only. 

Lord st was resurfaced 12mths ago & has already required repairing . It now has a red & black 
roundabout at one end , a red roundabout at the other , a red piece around the monument & is rougher 
than before it was resurfaced due to the cheap job done & the follow up repairs . In short it looks a 
mess . On the positive side the pavement at the bottom of Lord st is 100 times better & looks great 
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Sefton needs to stop penny pinching in relation to damages and pot hole management. Common 
practice appears to be to subcontract works out to the cheapest bidder. You get what you pay for. 
Certainly isn't quality. This then results in a secondary repair which must weaken the damaged area of 
road. This cannot and I am sure is not cost effect. Money is getting poured down the already blocked 
drains  in Southport. May I ask that you PLEASE consider the residents of Southport. We too pay our 
council tax to Sefton.  

Take away speed cushions as people straddle them so they don't work but put in diagonal speed 
bumps across the whole road they upset the ride of the vehicle forcing them to slow down. 

Speed cameras by brooke Rd west train crossing definitely needed cars speeding there all day every 
day  

Cycling on pavements is something that effect ALL  pedestrians and should not be allowed ..more 
education and penalties to be I introduced  

Leave Rimrose Park alone please  

Please please please put yellow lines down the eastern side of Harington Road Formby from Barkfield 
Lane to Wicks Lane. People park all over the pavements each weekend, you cannot walk along the 
pavement safely and have to go into the road. And on sunny days buses have a hell of a job to get 
through. It would be best to put yellow lines on both sides. On the western side the pavements are set 
back from the road so it's safer to walk. Harington Road is a main through road, please please 
seriously consider putting yellow lines down there. We the residents are really fed up with the lack of 
traffic management on this road. 

There are issues with the traffic lights at dukes street/cemetery road. 

Road repairs take too long after reporting and the quality of repairs are very sub standard  

The potholes are a disgrace. The huge amount of money spent on speedbumps which wreck our cars 
should have been spent on the potholes. You should have a special "pothole watch" reporting facility.  
Also the pavements in Bootle & Netherton are a disgrace. They are broken, cracked and filthy. Also 
the huge weeds growing around trees etc on the pavement are a safety hazard as they block the 
vision of drivers (e.g.. Park Lane West by Leonard Cheshire Drive.) 

Dog muck everywhere  

The best road in town is closed to traffic, this is red lane or foul lane as the council re named it. 40 foo 
artics have to pass a major high school and negotiate a difficult and hazardous turn into butts lane. 
Absolutely ridiculous.  Not only is this the best road it is also swept every single day for some reason. 
The kew park and ride was the biggest waste of public funds this stupid out of touch council has ever 
made! 

Remove the old Tower Dene lights and road pinch point in Cambridge Road to allow for cycle lane 
marking to town. Sign the Northern Coastal Road better than existing. Restore the 3m pavement on 
the Promenade - Fairway corner. Introduce a well signed cycle lane along Chapel Street. 

I reported extensive damage to the road surface coming into /out of Hightown. This was allegedly 
repaired about 6- 8 weeks later, the work that was carried out was of the most appalling standard. You 
mention and I am aware of the effect of austerity on Sefton, surely value for money is importantly, 
clearly the job I talk about above was not value for money, and as the adage says do it cheap do it 
twice, and interestingly the work is being redone this week. This is not good value or good use of 
limited funds.  The other thing that I feel has a massive effect on the condition of many roads is the 
awful yearly resurfacing using tar and stone chips, its awful, does not improve the road surface, in fact 
causes more problems. It is not good use of funding please stop doing it. As a cyclist it leaves large 
amounts of loose stone chips on the road which cause a hazard. 

High kerbs at driveways on Alexandra Rd Southport make it difficult to push my mother along in her 
wheelchair. Public Footpath from Formby Bypass A565 to Southport Old Road is overgrown and 
difficult to follow.  

for properties on the corner of streets the old style street lights are too bright. our garden is lit up like a 
fair every night.  you should put a back plate on the lights, or get some lights that point downwards to 
the street not into gardens 

Something needs to be done to stop pavement parking. I have seen card parked on Lord st pavement 
even. Pavements are for walking on not for cars or vans 
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Sefton says it is committed to reducing pollution from vehicles but has done nothing. Highways 
management in this area is a joke, millions spent making roads worse! Quality of roads and 
congestion is getting worse. High speed limits for vehicles on short stretches of road just cause 
pollution and don't make any difference to journey times. REDUCE max  speed limits in area to 40 
reduce wasted fuel and pollution and give us all some fresh air breath!! Or stop saying you care about 
Environment when you clearly don't! 

I am not satisfied with the routes of HGV'S. Our council should be encouraging peel ports to utilise 
railways for moving freight. Sefton council should be assisting Mersey travel to continue providing 
space and access assistance for both cycles and wheelchairs onot the trains and buses. We need to 
act upon air pollution levels by investing in avoiding car usage. Support independent local shops and 
public transport around these areas.  

My biggest concerns are those of provision for cyclists (cycle paths etc) and also cars wholly or partly 
on pavements, damaging the pavements and restricting access for those in wheelchairs, prams etc. 

Improve traffic flow and right hand turn sequence at traffic lights on major road junctions 

Get shot of that obviously inferior Dowhigh cowboy outfit. 

Regarding speed .... the fairly recent 20 mph road sign appeared from nowhere and without warning 
practicall everywhere .... it is far too slow ... 30 is the most comfortable speed for these roads 

Is something actually going to be done in Southport about the pot holes??? and the condition of the 
roads???? 

Parking charges in Southport and area should be in line with those in Bootle and area.  

The condition of many side roads which urgently need reconstruction (footway and carriageway) does 
not seem to influence the priority afforded to them in the programme; i.e. Brook Road West (western 
section) which has severe differential footway, carriageway and kerb settlement, extremely poor 
drainage and is hazardous to pedestrians in particular when wet as the surface drainage does not 
work with the level deviations caused by the settlement. Come and have a look...  Other local roads in 
far better condition have been the subject of recent full reconstruction.  Many of the dropped kerbs 
provided over rcent years are now the source of ponding/puddles and consequent soaking for 
pedestrians due to the way they were designed and the poor level (if any) remedial action taken.  The 
use of a segregated left turn facility as part of the Quarry Bank/Broom Cross road design would have 
had a massive impact upon levels of queueing and delay. Was this ever considered as part of the 
design - can it be reviewed? 

20mph and 30mph areas make no sense - e.g. Coastal Road between Fairway and Hesketh Road 
should be 40mph. Many 20mph zones are excessively applied. Road markings can cause annoyance 
and confusion - e.g Traffic lights at Woodvale: road markings for offside lane should indicate two Right 
Only turns (Moor Lane and Woodvale Road) and NOT straight ahead because many impatient drivers 
try to push in at the end of Woodvale Road, causing annoyance to reasonable drivers. 

Attention needs to be given for access for pedestrians on the pavement along  Dunningsbridge Road 
from The Park Hotel to Sefton Retail Park, the obstructions on the pavement by Huge Wagons and 
worker cars, are forcing pedestrians into the road, I particularly feel sorry for mothers pushing  prams 
and hanging on to infants trying to get to the local school forced into the slip road. Thank you. Regards 
Agile 75 year old  

Hedges need cutting back. Some roads have lost several feet off their width over the last few years 
due to overgrown hedges. Speed bumps damage small cars. Please find an alternative to calm traffic. 
They also lead to potholes and the road can't be snow ploughed in bad weather. 

There are far too 20mph zones on long wide roads. By schools fine but everywhere is ridiculous. Far 
too many speedhumps or speedhumps that are too high or too wide. They are causing damage to cars 
where speedhumps are numerous.  
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I work in the community in and around Southport, The 20mph speed restriction causes problems with 
road rage from drivers who try to intimidate you if you adhere to the speed restriction. Speed bumps 
are poorly positioned in roads causing cars to swerve across roads to approach the bumps squarely. 
The speed bumps are poorly maintained and cause damage to cars ( Garage are always stating 
damage to vehicles is due to speed bumps. Parking restrictions and parking fees are causing 
problems to people trying to work in the Southport area and are having a detrimental affect on the 
trade and vibrancy of the town.  The public spaces  dirty and unkempt.  The lower growth of branches 
on the trees along the highways is causing visibility problems when trying to pull out of one road onto 
or across major roads.  

I would like the council to address the litter problem along the use of the roads in particular Dunnings 
bride rd and switch island.  Also the chaos the occurs daily when driving through switch island. 

Some pavements become dangerous such as hall lane Maghull where a fence has been flattened for 
months leading to one of the brooks, the hedging here is also overgrown meaning it becomes difficult 
to walk passed sometimes meaning you need to walk in the road as the pavement is so narrow.   
Footpaths are also overgrown making it difficult to visit Jubilee Woods from certain entries  

I believe Sefton needs to sort out Switch Island.  You need to install cameras that catch those who 
jump the lights on amber coming off both the motorways.  My direct route to work is through Switch 
Island - such are the issues with the poor signage and contradictory road marking that I fully avoid 
switch island at peak times.  It is far too dangerous.  I make a longer but quicker and easier route via 
Sefton Lane, through Litherland, Bootle and on to Walton to go to work.  My route via Switch Island to 
travel 7 miles sometimes takes 45 mins to an hour at rush hour between 730 - 0800.  This is totally 
unacceptable.  Also, you either need to remove the 20mph speed restrictions in those roads that do 
not have schools or child facilities, or do some enforcement yourselves without relying on the Police.  
All those 20mph signs are just a complete waste of money - nobody sticks to the limit.  I don't use the 
park and ride facilities at either of the two maghull train stations as there is never enough spaces.  You 
need to improve the car parking facilities in Maghull square. 

Find I'm using a mobility scooter more and more. Very difficult travelling due to vehicles parked on 
pavements. Also R of W some access is via styles /kissing gates not suitable for scooter and the 
attached large gateway can often be locked meaning I cannot accompany friends on leisure walks.  

What exactly is my council tax used for? 

stop cars parking on pavements have to go onto road. 

Q22  Less frequent/never answers should be two separate options to have meaningful result. 

Parking in emergency service bays is reported frequently and the council do nothing about it and yet 
on the one occasion someone had part of a wheel in the bay they were ticketed. Residents in 
retirement homes need to park in the spaces they have on site not on the highways blocking in home 
owners and other residents and saying they have the right to park where they like because they have 
a blue badge. Visit Hatton hill road at queen Elizabeth court more and I guarantee youll make lots of 
money in fines  

I would like to see a return of the man with the street cleaning cart, on a regular basis, around 
residential areas of Southport. I would also like to see more litter and dog poo  bins especially near 
pubs and takeaways.   

I can see that the lack of maintenance on the roads is beginning to affect the condition of cars and the 
constant swerving to avoid potholes  and damaged areas is now becoming a road safety issue.  There 
is only one Road into Hightown and the constant HGV traffic to Altcar Range is affecting roads which 
were not designed for it. As Sefton have given planning permission for this work, did no one check the 
suitability of the road access? This is due to last for years. The roads are collapsing around us. Wake 
up Sefton !  

The timings of the lights at the junction of Church Road and Dunning's Bridge Road by the Netherton 
Pub is awful for going towards Switch Island. As lorries tend to use both lanes, which is infuriating 
enough, by the time they start moving, the lights start changing. This makes the traffic back up 
constantly and you can be waiting a couple of changes of lights even in the middle of the day. This 
needs looking at as it makes the situation worse during rush hour. 
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Road condition and number of pot holes NEEDS serious attention. Stop wasting money on speed 
humps, traffic calming and irrelevant 20moh limits and start proving adequate roads as I have spent 
over £500 this year on car repairs as the direct result of pot hole damage. Sefton must do better....the 
£3.3 million on The Strand is a massive white elephant and should have been spent on roads. Cycle 
lanes are used as parking zones, have low hanging branches, are strewn with glass and holes, 
making them worthless. 

I am concerned about crossing the road at the Hesketh Drive shops to get to the post office and other 
shops due to parking and obscured sight lines along the road  and also crossing Roe Lane to walk to 
Meols Cop Station during busy times. 

It would help when reporting a road defect, e.g.pothole repairs, if you would inform the complainant 
when the work was to be carried out and when it was completed. At present any on-line reporting is 
open-ended.  Also there's no way of knowing whether a fault has been previously reported by another 
resident. 

Yes.what is the point of cycle lanes you can park in. This makes it very unsafe on Preston new road by 
the school.cars can park on the cycle lane and the grass verge.where on earth do you expect any 
children/grandchildren to go.yes in the direct path of the cars. Stop cycling lanes or parking in them 
before another child is hurt so some stupid lazy person can drop off at the school gates 

I live in Southport . Certain roads are a real mess including the new lord st which has been repaired 
not 12 months after completion . General road conditions are poor for cycling , drainage is poor in 
winter with lots of holding water causing pot holes to be invisible . Road lighting is also poor locally 
except main roads . Parking on pavement is a massive problem in Southport especially when bins are 
due to be collected , I'd hate to be in a wheelchair . I'm not satisfied at all with the way sefton treats 
Southport road repairs which are shoddy and DIY at the best .  

I am concerned with the amount of HGV traffic in Sefton, and the loss of precious green spaces to 
roadbuilding. Sefton is a residential area, not a lorry thoroughfare for Peel Ports. 

Concerns with the smount of hgv on roads and routes  

I'd like a ban on vehicals used to maintain church road in litherland of a night using any form or siren, 
flashing lights or reverse vehical beeping. I appreciate maintenance is needed of an evening to keep 
that busy road open of a day, however it is unfair on the residents to consistently have to deal with 
noise after 8pm sometimes as late at 10pm, 11pm, or midnight. We have to have a curfew on the 
noise to allow for sleep we have jobs and children that are being disrupted by the constant 
inconsiderate nature of these workman.  

How to report a dangerous road junction ,and to whom 

Fill in the potholes. When roads are resurfaced, don't just go for cheap surfacing which disintegrates 
quickly, do the job properly so it lasts. It's cheaper in the long run! (Lord St in Southport is a case in 
point) 

As a resident of Hesketh Drive, I would like to suggest a measure which would massively improve both 
road safety, and traffic flow in this part of Southport. This is to have a roundabout at the junction of 
Hesketh Drive, Cambridge Road and Hesketh Road.  The reasons for this are as follows:  1. This 
junction has been the site of many accidents over recent years.   2. The junction is very difficult to turn 
out of / into, from every direction. Hesketh Road is not directly opposite Hesketh Drive, and this 'dog-
leg' adds for further difficulties when crossing.  3. Due to the problems at this junction, many motorists 
try to avoid it, and use Beresford Drive as a cut-through to Churchtown. Beresford Drive leads onto 
Denmark Road, where there is a roundabout for cars to get onto Cambridge Road, and then to the 
lights, where there is easy access to Cambridge Rd/ Preston New Road. This leads to huge 
congestion in this area, especially at peak times.  From my house. I can see a constant flow of traffic 
turning from Hesketh Drive into Beresford Drive. I'm sure, that if it was easier to get from Hesketh 
Drive to Cambridge Road, many would choose that as the preferred route. 

Sefton don't seem to bothered about the abnormal amount of vehicles of all types including police 
vehicles using and severely damaging footpaths and blocking in a lot of cases wheelchair access,, 
using them as turning circles by that I mean as on Preston new Road driving up a outer drive along the 
footpath and back onto the road at the next one. Residents and visitors of Preston New Road using 
the verges for parking. 
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Have not got a problem in completing this survey but you as a council know that the state of the roads 
in Sefton are a discrace and as a council tax payer in the highest band(Birkdale) our pot holes are 
some of the worst in the area. No amount of hand ringing about government cuts can obligate you 
from maintaining the road infrastructure  

Cyclists rarely use cycle paths or use headlights when dark, hazard to both cyclists and drivers. Too 
many 20mph zones.  

I have been trying to have the pavement repaired outside my property for 2 YEARS and you keep 
refusing while other  minor repairs outside other properties get attended to.  The small mini road 
sweeper moves the debris from the kerb in to the road. Need to invest in a good quality heavy duty 
road sweeper or instruct the staff how t do a second sweep !!  Contractor who cuts grass verges 
leaves a mess, need to invest in a machine which has a grass collecting bucket.  Overhanging 
branches of trees which mask street lighting. (helps with crime prevention )   Tree stumps  NOT 
REMOVED after a tree is felled (several in my area ) just left to rot 

Hey sham road needs to be totally resurfaced in the entire length and make sure all the grids are the 
correct way so you don't get your bike wheel stuck like the one outside best way  Let the street cleaner 
know he can come in to st Mary's grove to clean up  as at the moment he does not know our  grove  
exist and needs a clean  The gutters  where the rain water goes need to be cleaned of moss ,dirt and  
grass  so I don't  get a lake outside my gate every time it rains  

I live in Scott Street, Southport. In my opinion there are too many traffic control humps and, overall in 
the town of Southport, too many 20 mph speed limits which nobody seems to obey. 

we are lucky to have a good number of cycling options in sefton from a recreational point of view but 
the provision for commuting still leaves an awful lot to be desired.  There needs to be proper cycling 
options and lanes and not just a painted line over part of a car lane 

Very little on provision for horses of which there are approx. 250 in North Formby, forcing riders on to 
roads. Horses need more consideration, esp as existing bridleways are impassable by overgrowth or 
horses being tethered on them.  Potholes at Freshfield Station are dangerous 

20mph speed limits are far to many and mock the original purpose  

Who MOTs the roads and pavements they are in parts awfull overgrown paths pot holes and 
obstructions .The road humps dont slow down vehicles at all drivers just drive with wheels either side 
of the humps , The pavemwnts are obstructed with overgrown bushes and shrubs from gardens, I 
have had a set of rear suspension springs replaced after two years on a nrand new car owing to slowly 
going over pot holed road humps , didnt cost for repair under guarantee so wasnt a ploy by garage , 
bet all councillors have no issues with  finances ??and the goverment caps are just an excuse for 
mismanagement of funds!!!   

Since the new road built to reduce congestion in Thornton, roads have become incredibly congested 
along edge lane especially with the closure of Edgemoor Drive which was done without wider 
community consultation.  Thornton is a nightmare place to live now. 

I appreciate the need for Derby and Regent roads to be improved from Crosby to City Centre but the 
co-ordination of the road works has been a joke.  There are huge tail-backs and waiting times whilst 
most traffic is down to one lane for no apparent reason.  It's like roadworks have been started and just 
left to start another job without completing the last one.    When the route is complete it would be nice 
if you could make the route more pleasant by adding trees which could also counteract the pollution 
caused by lorries to and from Peel Ports.  Fingers crossed it's going to be the wide and modern and 
more easily accessible route it's promised to be! 
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Parking on pavements - please tackle this.  Drivers seem to think parking on the pavement is some 
sort of right particularly is the road is double yellows or has heavy traffic flow.   Road verges should be 
left to become mini meadows as much as possible.  Insect life is declining as we have become too tidy 
and use too many chemicals. We need insects for a healthy bio diverse environment. Speeding and 
dangerous driving an issue in my road, the site of many accidents yet nothing is done to slow the 
traffic down. The last accident at peak morning rush hour involved an Audi and a school mini bus.  As 
residents we never hear from any traffic dept official or councillor with regard to our concerns.  The 
broken plastic is swept up and normal service - speeding, using the mobile, generally driving without 
any regard for any other road or pavement user - continues as before.   I would like to cycle more - to 
get from A to B - but the poor standard of driving puts me off. Please do something about poor 
drainage, I'm tired of arrogant drivers, often deliberately driving at speed through large puddles in 
order to soak me.   

In the last survey I asked it it was ok to,park on pavement, as places like Daniel house are allowed to 
park there despite having a car park as this would help me a lot, but I never received an answer 

I fell that too much emphasis is placed on the requirements of cyclists - I have yet to see any cycle 
stop in the provided areas at traffic lights - usually cyclists ride straight across or use the pavements - 
endangering themselves and the rest of the traffic.  

Somebody NEEDS to address the horrific speeding down our road (Bedford Rd Southport) supposed 
to be 20mph but it IS a rat run and speeds in excess of 50mph are more than normal. It is also a 
thoroughfare to several schools and the local park so it IS an accident waiting to happen 

Repairs to roads and more particularly unevenness of road surfaces is one of my concerns.  As a 
wheelchair user and walker user it is the state of the pavements and lack of access to Southport town 
centre that frustrates me the most.  Provision of parking spaces is better but apart from Lord Street it is 
not easily accessible. Oddly enough it was better before a pedestrianised area was introduced many 
years ago. In some towns there is provision by use of inset areas for blue badge holders to park in 
pedestrianized precincts. This works well in the towns such as Gloucester and Dundee where I have 
used it. 

Why are cars allowed to park on pavements and block drop down kerbs outside and surrounding area 
of schools? Also I live on a cul De sac and the emergency services haven't been able to access our 
house and neighbours house on numerous occasions because of neighbours parking their cars on the 
road in the cul De sac, causing obstruction to the road and pavements, I've reported this and no 
response  

Control speeding motorists on major roads, Norwood Road, Norwood Avenue, Scarisbrick new road. 
21 years in our house and never had any police speed check. 30 zone motorists do mostly 40-45 

I am disappointed in the lack of questions about horse-riding in Sefton.  The few bridleways we have 
are becoming inaccessible and also sometimes we are even frowned upon by cyclist/dog 
walkers/joggers as they seem to think we shouldn't be there.  Riding on the roads is quite often a 
nightmare as some drivers appear to not know the highway code rules about overtaking riders, also 
when signalling for them to slow down we quite often get rude hand gestures as the speed up even 
more to spook the horses.  Do these people not realise how dangerous that is!!!! 

When are the council going to stop cars and vans parking on the pavements, before long the council 
tax will be going up to repair the kerbs because everyone is parking on them . 

No 

In High Park the pavements where flags have been replaced by Tarmac are in poor condition & 
impossible to walk on after rain. When they have been resurfaced they are no better. Please check out 
Cobden/Canning Rd after heavy rain!  

1. I don't feel safe walking along Lydiate Lane due to the width of the pavements and the speed of the 
cars. 2. Parking on Sefton Estate (Great Hey area by the garages) needs to be improved, parking 
bays installed (white lines painted on the road) and enlarged parking area installed, to prevent vehicles 
parking on the pavement in Maypole Court.  

I really do feel Southport has a very neglected look about it and the roads into the town along with the 
roundabouts compared to other towns is a disgrace.  

Yes make LESS 20 mph zones 
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Would have liked to have seen horse riding included more in this survey. Horses use the roads, cycle 
tracks, footpaths and byways.  

The amount of dog dirt on the pavements is absolutely disgusting. I would like to know how suggested 
fines are given and how else this issue is dealt with. If nothing else preventative is being done there 
needs to be more reactive strategies. The pavements need to be cleaned more often. In addition I 
strugglevon a regular basis to get down pavements with my pram due to parked cars and/or 
overgrown hedges, often in people's gardens.  

Road markings and signage on some junctions are not clear. Most noticeably at the  moorlane 
roundabout in Crosby - this is marked as a two lane roundabout however there is a 50/50 split as to 
people using it as two lane or one lane. This should be made clear with signage to avoid more 
accidents and confusion, of which there is a lot.    

Get rid of the 20mph speed limit. Change the traffic light system at the junction of Park Lane/Bridle 
Road. 

It doesn't pay any attention to the lack of car parking facilities in Southport or indeed the prohibitive 
cost of on street parking.  The bus lane on the main thoroughfare-Lord Street, effectively reduces it to 
a single lane road causing congestion and frustration except for the occasional buses and taxis.    

Visability on BP roundabout poor because of overgrown trees on roundabout. Very dangerous to cross 
from old southport road 

Yes just that the residential roads in and around Sefton are an absolute disgrace . I am constantly 
trying to drive around the huge potholes in a bid to avoid them. 

The need to provide better road surfaces and effective speed reduction measures. The cleaning of 
kerbs and roadsides. To reduce the amount of 2 into 1 road junctions. 

Ask the government for more money so that you can employ people to pick up the litter in my 
community. Unfortunately people to litter so we need to employ people to pick it up and not rely on 
residents. If people live in an area full of litter they just think it's the norm and know no different. I want 
people who visit our borough to think how clean and tidy it is. More pride is needed! 

Would like to see investment in cycling initiatives and try to make Sefton residents fitter and healthier. I 
cycle to work daily but find the traffic lights at switch island new roads are so dangerous for 
pedestrians and cyclists alike as there are no displays to indicate if lights are due to change, every day 
I feel like it's a life lottery trying to gauge when lights are going to change       

I would like to know why Formby is treated like the poor relation in Sefton considering the large 
amount we pay to the Council in Council Tax ? 

Speeds outside larkfield school on Preston new road is far too fast, a safer crossing place at the end 
of Lexton Drive would also be helpful, there are crossing places at almost every other junction apart 
from Lexton Drive, where there is a bus stop, this makes it quite difficult to cross especially at busy 
times.  

Try to make this questionnaire a bit shorter.  
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In the area of Sefton I live (Aintree Village) why are there an excessive amount of speed bumps on 
every route into / out of the Village ? They are poorly maintained and cause damage to vehicles - as 
well as frequently encouraging oncoming traffic into the middle of the road :(  Was Sefton consulted by 
the Canal and River Trust before they gave the control of passage to the 'boaters' using the canal over 
Handcocks Bridge on Wango Lane ?  Over the past 4 months, this decision has caused mayhem for 
Aintree Village residents and other road users / emergency services trying to get to Aintree Hospital - 
as its the main route through, as the 'automated system' that the 'boaters' now use and have control of 
keeps breaking - meaning the road users on both sides of the bridge have no alternative other than to 
turn their vehicles around (including buses, ambulances etc) and take an extended 3 mile route 
around Melling Road - which has 13 (poorly maintained)  road bumps on the Sefton side (none on the 
Liverpool side !) up to Seeds Lane.  Or take a 3 mile route back through the Village and around Switch 
Island (which is currently undergoing significant, chaotic changes / repairs) onto the M57 to the 
Fazakerly junction.  Many of the roads in Aintree Village are very narrow and residents are forced to 
park with 2 wheels (one side of their car partly on the pavement, in order to keep the road clear for 
passing vehicles.  There is however a growing trend for some vehicle owners to park their vehicle fully 
(all 4 wheels) on the pavement.  This is totally unacceptable as it often totally blocks the pavement - 
making pedestrians take risks by walking into the road - often with young children / prams but it is also 
problematic for other road users when trying to exit side roads onto mainroad when their view of 
oncoming traffic is obscured by a parked car or van. 

Issues with flooding on Aintree Lane and Wango Lane need to be addressed, also on the winter 
more.needs.to be done to address issues with snow in winter. The council seem to forget that the 
main access in and out of Aintree Village are via the bridges at the racecourse and the canal bridge so 
when either or both are closed it causes mayhem which is avoidable with repairs and forward 
planning. Things will only get worse when the I'll advised houses are built on Wango Lane. 

Sefton council need to get their act together and put the pride back in Sefton. The roads and 
pavements are a disgrace. We don't seen much for the council tax we pay. Too many councillors 
wages being paid. Far too many councillors.  

Do somthink about cars parling on the pavment  If they parked on the road you than have speed 
contal   At no cost 

The transport facilities need a big improvement.the merseyrail system great the buses are fairly ok but 
need timing and frequency of services increasing .I often wait for 30 minutes for a bus into Southport 
,this does not encourage me to not use my car,multiply this by x and you can see why there are so 
many cars on the roads,"ITS EASIER TO GO BY CAR"easy fix improve public transport it's not rocket 
science !!!!! 

I think the heavy good vehicles in the area are a nightmare and the fact there was only one question in 
this about the shows that the matter is either being avoided or that the council is not aware of the 
issues. It's a daily occurence for a dangerous HGV to be driving down our roads particularly 
dunningsbridge road and church road . The should be made to stay in one lane toward the dock 
because they are going through not amber but blatant red lifht ducking between lanes and causing 
huge issues.   Additionally there is a specific pothole on church road towards switch island that has 
been getting filled in over and over for months and on a daily basis it's back after being fixed it's huge 
and a massive danger  The speed bumps coming from Melling onto bullbridge lane are a danger. They 
are in the wrong place in the middle of the road there is often a van parked there and they are at the 
end of someone's drive navigating them in traffic is a danger. They feel almost sharp under your car 
and have damaged my car numerous times.  

The noise at night along Rimrose rd & Crosby rd sth to Freeport gates is horrendous caused by loud 
banging,clanking etc wagons.Its not acceptable. Peel ports should re-open Regent rd entrance and 
not annoy and keep awakening hard working people in the area. This needs to be seen and heard at 
night by the council.If its not noise pollution they are disturbing the peace nightly. Please help. 

The air quality & traffic from docks causing nuisance  

Sort out parent parking on streets during rush hour in Crosby. Fix the potholes reported months ago in 
little crosby 

In an urge to go green, cycle paths being created at great environmental cost. Being placed in busy 
and dangerous places eg Regent Road (dock road) and place along roads that are never used other 
than by children and occasional cyclists eg Southport coastal road.  
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I live by a school. 5 days a week twice a day,it is impossible to get in or out of my driveway. Cars and 
vans park on both sides of the lane. I have an H bracket in front of my gate, and the number of times 
people park on it is ridiculous. If you ask them to move you get the height of abuse. Both pavements 
are used to park cars etc. The left hand side of our lane in parts is about 2 ft wide when parked on 
people have to walk in the road. 

When you ring sefton council with a query you can never speak to a supervisor who maybe more 
experienced.  I have rang sefton council more than 5 times about a junction that needs repainting plus 
the white road markings that have faded, the operator did not know what I meant. This has still not 
been done, as you are not given a log number so you don't know if your query is being dealt with.  This 
has still not been done. Also I have noticed many people knock down their front walls to expand their 
driveway. Is there no planning permission needed as some have no kerbs dropped plus their cars are 
damaging the public pathway and cause parking problems, and many don't have drainage as their 
gardens have disappeared. I wish hancocks bridge Aintree could be looked into, the barrier keeps on 
getting stuck which causes terrible traffic jams, cars doing u turns and causing congestion and people 
can't get out their driveway This happens on a regular basis.. Also heavy vehicles go down wango 
lane that exceed the weight limit but there is nothing in place to stop them, or monitor the speed of 
traffic and volume of traffic which has increased. Also many vehicles are parking inconsiderately, I 
wish people could upload a photo and send it direct to sefton council just to hightlight the problem, as 
not always is a traffic warden available. Also people park opposite junctions when they have an empty 
driveway again very inconsiderate. Too many vans on pavements which block the motorists view, and 
it is difficult for prams to get past causing danger. Also by Hancocks bridge the roads keep on getting 
flooding when there is heavy rain, which causes the road to be closed. Again I would like to point out 
that 43 houses want to be built on the land by Hancocks bridge. This access is right on top of traffic 
lights with constant traffic, I find that this will be very dangerous for motorists,  as this is a very busy 
road. 

Looking regularly around Wango Lane, god help us when the 43 houses are built there. Road humps 
are a disgrace, Melling Road some are dangerous. For gods sake you have the wrong sequence of 
the traffic lights Aintree Lane Old Roan end. The lights change to green by Tesco before they turn to 
green at Old Roan so nobody can usually move. Cheap forms of repair are used on roads and 
footpaths,chipping sand slurry. We have poor grass cutting, why do we pay council tax? You have 
closed our library and taken our community centre from the volunteers yet collect about £12,000,000 
in Council tax and business rates. I could go on but I am realistic and know that nothing will be done. 
Thank you for the opportunity. 

Asking about 'good' street lighting begs the question what is 'good' street lighting. More complex than it 
might at first seem. Connecting use of bridleways to 'horses' AND 'cycling' within one question may not 
give you the data you require. If 'Contacting council' (Q17) is N/A then Q18 needs to have a N/A 
option. I have used neither.... central column instead. Not the same data as N/A. 

Trains to Manchester need improvement. Parking too expensive and in town. Dog poo is a big 
problem with pavements.  

I've stated that the waiting times at traffic lights is too long this applies to the lights at the junction of 
Knowsley road and the A5036 and again at the junction at Bootle golf course. both appear to be set so 
that people travelling along the A5036 are severely delayed  

The quality of road surfacing this year has been very poor. The rain water will not drain away due to 
poor cambers on road to aid drainage. A lot of drains are full of leaves, mud and gravel. The pot holes 
are very dangerous not just to transport on the road but now to the point of tripping up whilst walking 
across ! I find the pavements very dirty speciality in the town centre, this gives the impression that the 
town is derelict and neglected. 

Massive congestion during 'school run' times. Parents parking dangerously around schools. Children 
on bikes with no consideration for other road users or safety of others or themselves. Numerous pot 
holes causing drivers to swerve around them. Mess left by dogs on pavements making it completely it 
disgusting to walk anywhere in Crosby/Waterloo, especially with young children. The cost of 
buses/trains makes it prohibitive/extremely unattractive to use (£2.30 for 1 stop on the bus?!) 

Too many speed bumps Too many parking restrictions  Need to be  resident only parking in Ferndale 
Road Need more FREE car parks for shoppers and resident in area 
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Why are more millions being wasted at switch island when the road where Brooms Cross is now 
should have a flyover continuing from the motorways and the existing main junctions should have 
yellow box junctions and cameras to prevent selfish motorists from blocking these just so they get 
through the lights on green. What benefit are these new "cats eyes" going to do as its the actual 
design of the junctions that are poor. Why aren't traffic wardens posted outside schools to prevent the 
selfish parking by parents, and by the Deyes Lane shops (Co-op,etc) as the parking is dangerous and 
somebody is going to get killed soon. 

I would like to see the pavements and drains in Albert Road being sorted out and repaired especially 
where the new retirement home has been built. We are left to stumble over cracked flag stones and 
partly repaired pavements. These problems are not what rather elderly people wish to meet, especially 
when after we had to put up with rather too many months of building work, with muddy pavements  
and lorries everywhere. 

no 

Are pavements for car parking or pedestrians 

Sefton is useless because emphasis is strongly for  South Sefton! 

Last year Holiday in Scotland!  Fantastic Road System. This Year Holiday in Wales! Smooth roads NO 
potholes? WHY! Do we have to Suffer? 

We would like to see Sefton Council work with the Campaign to Protect Rural England and adapt 
policies for appropriate Street Lighting and develop a Good Neighbour Guide to the use of Security 
lighting as it is too much, too intrusive and ruins the rural areas and night skies of Melling.   

I would be more impressed if Sefton spent more time and money on repairing roads than on surveys!! 

. 

Parking at schools manly at primary schools is annoying at times and needs to be more education and 
improvement on buss cycling and walking  

The quality of the cycle network paths surface and also amount of debris on them is appalling and is 
safer to ride on the roads avoiding pot holes.  There is nothing being done about cards parked both 
sides of the roads causing obstructions so emergency services could get past.  The quality of the 
roads next to the kids is dangerous for cyclists as all the repairs are focused on the lines cars would 
take.  

1. We have asked for our road to be maintained and the weeds to be dealt with numerous times.  The 
person at the Council refused to take the complaint by phone and told us we had to make the 
complaint on line. You need to look at your customer service 2. Planning: There are only two ways into 
Southport from the south. Don't plan to disrupt them both at the same tome - as has happened often. 
3. Southport: A traffic mess.  Why not look at a one-way system - Promenade one way and Lord Street 
the other?  That would enable traffic to flow much more freely, reduce the need for traffic lights and 
reduce congestion. 4.  Is there a risk assessment that put the 20mph speed limit in place?  If so, has it 
been reviewed and proved that there has been a substantial reduction in accidents/incidents as a 
result?  The idea is farcical. I can understand it near schools and hospitals, but it is unworkable 
elsewhere and largely ignored. 

Authorised roadworks on side roads and the use of unauthorised traffic control by One man stopping 
traffic by hand signals, on the main road (Mount Pleasant Waterloo This Year) Contractors not being 
monitored by council. Repeatedly same potholes being repaired over and over again instead of a 
Proper repair being carried out first time. Gullies on roads not being cleared on a regular schedule 
especially on Agnes Rd Blundellsands. 

Better transport links to Edge Hill University/Ormskirk. When studying at Southport college I got the 
train daily and did not have an issue with it and preferred this to driving. However, getting to edge hill 
via public transport takes over 1 hour 20 mins from ainsdale so I have to drive.  

The roads are in a state too many potholes and not clean or policed so what are u spending my 
extortionate rates on?  

Am I in favour of highways Uk creating a dual carriageway across Rimose valley and No I am not  

The new junction at M57 to Southport is SO badly designed!!! 20 mph speed limit on Copy Lane is 
ridiculous! Too many speed humps, especially through Aintree race course. Building houses on 
Wango Lane is another STUPID decision. The land is a BOG. The homeowners will face flooding 
risks, & probably won't be able to get house insurance. The build will almost certainly add traffic 
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problems in the area. 

Southport would benefit by leaving Sefton.   

This survey is far too long. 

Specifically the planned road through rimrose valley is terrifying me.  The isease in pollution and loss  
of beautiful healthy natural space.  I run there every single day.  I also walk my dog daily there.  It 
helps my mental health and is walkable from my home and the reason I moved here 3 years ago.   I 
drive on dunnibgsbridge by car daily and have no issue at all with the current level of traffic and don't 
believe a new road is necessary.   Please please stop the new road 

Sefton are notoriously slow at doing anything I have 60 years experiance of this the bypass took over 
40 years to design and buildgritters are slow to react to adverse weather conditions if at all priority is 
always given to suthport , formby and bootle, road works are badly planned and poorly exicuted the 
quality of workman ship is shoddy at best there is no logic to there road repair stratergies and policing 
of the roads is non existant  

I think you need to examine speed bumps and their location (specifically High Park, they are old & 
vary in size). School parking needs to be monitored, especially Norwood & Holy Family, 2 schools 
together, parents & carers arrive an hour before school finishes to get a parking space. Kew 
roundabout is a nightmare, nobody knows which lane to use.   

N/A 

Roads re-paved with a 'scree' coating, which doesn't last a winter without potholes. Means poor road 
quality, cost to council to repair repeatedly. Surely more cost effective in the long run to re-pave 
properly. 

I have wrote to my local MP numerous times about the volume of traffic on Mersey Road L23 the 
traffic whizzes down college road and down Mersey Road some nights it is like a rat run coming from 
Bridge road and is impossible to cross. there should be a pedestrian crossing for the church as people 
get off the bus and can not cross over on a Sunday. there should be speed bumps by the co op shop 
on the corner as people try to cross there and it is a blind spot from were they come from College rd -  
something will be done when there is an accident !! 

The need for Pedestrian crossing at Major Traffic lights (eg Liverpool Road / Crescent Road,  the need 
for safe crossing places - Birkdale village, the need to repair potholes in a swift fashion 

I live on Copy Lane, we have reported through to the council about our property (garden)being 
flooded. The drainage is inadequate. We have reported this several times. Visitors family an friends 
are unable to access the house without damaging footwear an clothes. The mud left afterwards is 
dangerous as I have slipped numerous times. Car has had it all treaded in.   The the cycle path which I 
regularly walk dog on has overgrown shrubs and plants. Rats have been seen numerous times. It isn't 
good at all.  Lynsey 

I live in Enfield Avenue in Crosby and every single day, at school time, parents park far too close to 
the corner of the road. To turn left you have to drive on the wrong side of the road which has been 
made a blind corner by said cars. This is so dangerous and could result in a very serious accident. I 
have seen parking attendants walk by frequently and ignore it completely. Also, Liverpool road is a 
nightmare from mainly merchant Taylor parents parking to drop off their children. I don't see the harm 
in parking sensibly and walking the remaining distance to school of it means the safety of the children  

Cyclists using pavements where dedicated for pedestrians only. 

Yes improve an  Abysmal street lighting service  

The council have been requested to deal with an issue. Given a concern number 4 weeks ago and you 
have still not replied. The council service is appalling re customer service 

The potholes and state of the roads are a disgrace as I'd the insufficient drainage that can't even cope 
with a heavy down poor. In the winter there was street lights out in my area however there was a 
3month period in the middle of winter when nothing could be done to fix this. I wonder what our council 
tax is going towards!  

reduce parking restrictions for staff and customers, especially in waterloo. 2 big car parks not being 
used wisely  
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Car parks should at least have half hour free.  There are too many traffic wardens at the wrong 
schools. The times I have rode to school with my 5 and 7 year the amount of cars parked along 
Liverpool Road in crosby is a joke and I've only ever seen 1 traffic warden there in a year!!!! I have 
phoned up several times as well. 

To many vehicle and building materials blocking footpaths and damage caused to the footpaths by this 
action  

The grass verges are kept to a better standard 

During periods of rain there is contantly water collecting on the roads at the roundabout near to 
Goddard Hall and as you turn onto Hawthorne Road from Church Road heading towards the docks 

Obvious that as a result of the death of the local road sweeper he has not been replaced. State of the 
roads and pavements for walking is dreadful, I witnessed a neighbour slip on rubbish that has built up 
on local pavements. Dumping of rubble has also increased. 

Yes, I think the council should continue to maintain all speed cameras and enforce the speeding fines 
to help pay for road maintenance and pavement upkeep.   I think homes with more than 2 cars (unless 
multioccupancy building with asdpciated council tax payments) should pay a parking premium when 
they have more than 2 cars as typically these are parked half on pavement and take up road space as 
very few driveways can hold more than 2 cars.  I think local community groups should enforce dog 
fouling fines seems the council cant seem to do anything but attach signs to lampposts and people 
should be named and shamed for it as well as fined.  

As a mobility scooter user I am finding lots more cars parking half on the pavement so I cannot pass. 
Also there are quite a few roads that don't have a drop down part to cross the road. There are quite a 
few bushes overhanging the pavement which are just at eye level for me, this could be quite 
dangerous. 

Majority of my complaint is the overall condition of the roads, potholes, sunken drains, roadworks that 
ruin a perfectly good surface, unnecessary 20mph areas & number of speed bumps in high park 

There is no excuse for poor quality workmanship. The state of Lord St in Southport is dreadful and the 
recent re-surfacing does not represent value for money for local residents.   The package of 
information I was sent for recreational cycling was great. I really enjoyed trying the different themed 
routes.  

Danger to pedestrians by adult cyclists using pavements sometimes swerving and at very fast speeds. 

when there are traffic lights that are not working 

Road surface of Windy Harbour Road is appalling having never been touched in memory. Very well 
used due to Birkdale High School at bottom of road.  When turning right into Windy Harbour Road 
lanes need to be marked as traffic turning right into Carr Lane try to drive in front. Also there is no 
visible traffic light once you have entered the junction to turn right into Windy Harbour Road, so it's 
impossible to know whether the lights have changed and it's safe to turn.  

Switch Island is the worse road junction I have ever come across.  No consultation has been made 
with the general public and the local residents of the area. There are daily incidents at this junction.  
The current improvements will not help as it's the locals that travel through this junction daily, were not 
consulted.  The grass in the area is 3ft high. I can't remember the last time the grass verges were cut 
around Switch Island and Dunningsbridge Road.  

Illegal parking esp on Halsall Lane is not being policed. The area outside M & S particularly bad. This 
is daily. Also children riding bikes (often aggressively towards people) on pavements is a problem in 
this area. Speeding in 20mph zones is practically universal andvspeed limits in general routinely 
ignored  

The poor quality of road resurfacing is my main concern. Often they seem worse after this has been 
done with loose stones and ridges appearing. The council policy of going for the cheapest option is 
'penny wise and pound foolish' as potholes and cracks seem to appear again within weeks. Some 
roads are like patchwork quilts of badly done repairs. It is such a waste of public money not to do them 
properly. Spend less on those 20mph signs which are often unnecessary. 

There would be less congestion and/or safety issues, if cyclists were given better education and /or 
more prosecutions. There are too many cycle lanes on narrow roads and little or no action against the 
ones who flout the laws on footpaths and the roads.  

The paving in Southport is a disgrace 
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The footpath between the sand dunes in Ainsdale is very unfriendly for wheelchairs.  It is used in a 
daily basis by Merefield Special Needs School, and needs to be maintained better 

The entrance road to Greenville Drive, Maghull via Green Lane is so uneven that I have on numerous 
occasions near lost control of the vehicle, the road needs resurfacing. 

Roads are becoming less safe for pedestrians and cyclists as increasing numbers of motorists ignore 
speed limits, parking restrictions etc and drive ever more selfishly. The attitude seems to come from 
the lack of enforcement, driving in the area at the speed limit means suffering tailgating, unsafe 
overtaking and generally impatient driving. 

Cyclists on coast road when there is an excellent cycle lane. They cause no end of danger riding o. 
The 50mph road 

Quality of resurfacing work is appalling, not just Lord Street in Southport but in the case of Weld Road 
road condition was worse after resurfacing work. In a matter of weeks the surface had broken up to 
the extent that repainting road marking GS wasn't required as the old marking were visible due the the 
surface breaking up.  20mph speed limits on many roads are inappropriate.  Many 20mph signs 
incorrectly placed and orientated and I would happily take to court in the event of ever getting a ticket. 

Regarding safety by traffic light corssig I feel that there should be cameras  

Go and look at how French and Spanish roads and facilities in villages are kept and take note. 

20mph on some main roads are not needed nobody adheres to them some road bumps ate again 
bordering stupid they are to high and can cause damage to car's, the road at the back of the Kew retail 
site should be opened making it easier for local people and reducing congestion on Meols Cop Rd and 
Scarisbrick New Rd,the pedestrian crossing on Bispham Rd is poor should be possibly be updated to 
a Pelican crossing,don't know way I bothered writing this as nothing will change 

Yes I would like you to carry out a 24 hour traffic assessment on Cobden Road, Southport PR9 7TJ. 
There is frequent speeding on this road at all times of day and it is extremely dangerous. I have 
concerns for children walking to local schools.  

I'd like the 20mph zones around Derby park to be enforced and for Fernhill Rd specifically to have 
effective speed reduction measures along the length of the park. Several local schools use Fernhill Rd 
and Oxford Rd and the speed that people drive loony there is horrific. It can only be a matter of time 
before someone is seriously hurt or killed 

The 20mph speed limit is a waste of time 

I can get around most places using cycle, train or walking. I'm concerned about the increasing 
numbers of cars and lorries  on the roads increasing pollution. I'm especially concerned about 
Highway Englands decision to build a road through Rimrose Valley and the environmental and health 
costs this will cause. Sefton Council should stand up to the government and oppose this road 

Sefton have a poor website and are not value for money. There are always cuts but Sefton don't seem 
very proactive with anything. More innovation would be good 

Why is nothing ever done about speeding motorists esp motor cycles on a Wednesday evening, down 
Scarisbrick new rd 

When you call the council and get a concern code it would be nice to get a reply. Still waiting 5 weeks 
since my initial request It seem No Body is interested in customer service particularly when a major 
road safety issue is involved. If an accident happens in ref of my concern the council will be 
responsible for not acting. 

No 

It would surely be in everyones best intrest to maintain and weed grass verges and pavements, 
dunningsbridge road is a complete eyesore 

Congestion between ince woods and m57 switch island is appalling on week day mornings and 
evenings. Brooms cross road has only served to increase the volume of traffic travelling this way and 
congestion is beyond a joke!  

There needs to be a space for residents to include specific problems 

Although I can see a few improvements in road services it's not good enough, my grandson has come 
off his bike twice through holes on the road, one of them had been repaired but it sank again causing a 
dip.  
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Fixing pot holes and clerk of sefton to drive around roads checking and verges ,paths, lighting 
,specialising  checking passage  ways for cleaning of over hanging hedges, trees, dog fouling and 
general cleaning. 

Please get rid of speed humps. Cars swerve about the road to avoid them. They damage cars. Need 
more cycle paths, it's too dangerous to cycle on the road. Pot holes are damaging cars and are so 
dangerous for bikes. 

Control of speeding vehicles is beyond a joke, they are allowed to drive at whatever speed they want.  
Roads are extremely dangerous and unpleasant to use, both as a driver and a cyclist and a 
pedestrian. Vehicles are parked on pavements. There's dog mess and litter everywhere.   

Traffic lights at the junction of Dunnings Bridge rd and Park Lane needs the filter light for turning right  
from Park Lane to Dunnings Bridge rd rephrased At rush hours the traffic on Park Lane(NOT Park 
Lane WEST) can be lined up back to Bridle rd  

Once again the pavements from Hawthorn Road to School Lane, between Hawthorn Road and school 
Lane are 90% damaged ,broken or sunk. weeds up to 2 feet high are growing . Nothing is getting done 
over this problem. Two years ago a number of photos was published in the champion newspaper and 
some thing was done about it. At this moment about 20 photos are due to be once again will be put in 
the newspaper  Steve Ballard   smnball@hotmail.com 

Control of parking is very hit and miss. Parking on pavements is too common and blue badge holders 
often park in very awkward places (why are double yellows there if not to prevent inconvenience and 
hazards)? 

Pot holes and more pot holes in every roads and streets in Sefton, where is all the road tax money and 
other moneys going to.  

We pay road tax  use it to fix potholes properly not just fill up with inferior mix  look what you did to 
Lord st then needed repair within 2 month's.  

Dog waste is a big problem in Sefton ,we never see any warden to place fines ,but we do see plenty of 
poo ??  

Why assume disabled use wheelchairs or mobility scooters? Some of us walk short distances with 
sticks and disabled parking is totally unfit for purpose. For example Chapel Street Southport, 
pedestrianised with no disabled parking or access within 50 metres of most of it. Blue badges are 
awarded to people who can't walk very far yet you expect us to happily or magically access 
pedestrianised shopping areas. We can't! So I haven't visited ChPel Street for over 5 years.  

Why do you not do anything at the Kew Roundabout for pedestrians? Vehicles travel far too quickly 
and width of the roads make crossing safely impossible 

There are far too many 20 mph restrictions imposed inappropriately. They are fine in certain areas, but 
the blanket approach on main roads is ridiculous.  

More lighting needs to be put in poets park area leading on to Byron court nursing home, as it's so 
dark in the winter when leaving work.and there is a danger to staff as we can not see into the park if 
there is anything going to happen.... 

Cyclists should use the cycle lane where one is provided. There is nothing more frustrating than a 
cyclist riding 2 foot from the curb next to a cycle lane! Where they don't, they cause slow moving traffic 
on roads of often fast moving traffic and increase the risk of accidents when drivers overtake. Possibly 
the introduction of a penalty where caught not using the cycle lane could be introduced. A potential 
way of making money and freeing up roads to ease congestion. They may complain they risk 
punctures, but surely that's better than being knocked off?! Keep cycle lanes clear & get the cyclists off 
the roads. 

Invest more time to areas like seaforth litherland and not Southport  

Bad signage on road for driving and cycling to many speed cameras in inappropriate positions. Not 
sufficient loading bays for delivering goods forsing drivers to park illegally  

RETENTION OF THE PEDESTRIAN FOOTBRIDGE OVER DUNNINGS BRIDGE ROAD BY PARK 
LANE/PARK LANE WEST IS ESSENTIAL TO SAFEGUARD OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY. 

I feel thar Sefton really need to address the levels of pollution and air quality in the borough especially 
for the families and schools who live along the A5036 corridor . Figures on the breathing space 
website very rarely for the hawthorns rd station and this is not acceptable . 
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To many articulated lorries using Stanley rd between Bankhall and Balliol rd the rd serface is 
deteriating and full of pot holes. Its becoming a rat run for lorries. 

Church road Litherland is so so busy, so dangerous especially at school run times plus all the pollution 
we are breathing in. The road is also overrunning with weeds and the footpath next to the golf course 
is so dangerous with sharp weeds overgrown and cracked flooring. Flooding on the bend by Tesco,s 
has gone on way to long 

Stop cycling in the town pedestrian ????? areas 

The state of potholes is 3rd world. The state of road repairs is 3rd World. Loose chippings used to 
relay new roads is totally unacceptable, these often need relaying and relaying. Whoever deals with 
employing contractors to surface roads should be sacked. Re surfacing contractors should be named 
and public should have right to know who they are. When re surfacing contractors screw up roads they 
should do job correctly with all costs to the contractors and public should know that no extra cost to tax 
payers.  

Cars parking fully /half on pavements are a dangerous hazard. Fully object to any road being put 
through Rimrose Valley Park, our only green space, we need this space to walk, cycle and exercise 
and leisure safely away from pollution and traffic.  

The congestion on Church road by wagons is awful, the air pollution is so bad it has affected my 
health over the past few years. This needs a solution asap. Also the noise from the docs is continuous 
all through the night. 

I'm very concerned about the general condition of roads ie potholes, they're not repaired fast enough. 
Also when streetlights stop working they are not repaired or bulbs replaced fast enough. As a disabled 
person I feel the condition of pavements is unacceptable in some areas, making pavements very 
difficult to navigate sometimes, due to uneven paving stones & a lack of ramps & kerbs being let down 
for wheelchairs 

Nobody replied to my complaint about a large tree outside my house Which large branches end up in 
my drive .Returning from our holidays in May we could not get up our drive The tree is so large and 
dying I have complained the last few years nobody has done anything .We live on a main road and 
some cars go that fast we have moved large branches from the road ther is going to be a accident 
Guildford Rd Southport 

Poor public transportation in Hightown makes it difficult to do anything but drive and occasionally take 
the train.  

Your lack of control of speeding, especially in the 20 and 30 miles per hour roads, is a disgraceful 
failure of want the public wanted and what the public needs. 

I am no longer a resident of Sefton, but only for the last four years. I return several times a year, and I 
cannot believe how dirty the streets are, how congested they've become in such a short time, 
especially the on-pavement parking by all manner and size of vehicles. It's rude and selfish behaviour, 
and it didn't used to happen in Crosby. Drivers are aggressive, speeding everywhere. You have zero 
controls over how drivers behave/speed . The whole area has gone significantly downhill under your 
stewardship; what are you actually doing to manage the area? 

I am concerned about the level of pollution on Church Road and frightened by the volume of trucks. 
Like living on a Motorway. 

More time, thought and effort needs to into the maintenance of roads and footpaths. Some roads are 
that worn down in Southport, that they are down to the old cobblestones underneath.  

do something about the issuse 

You need to do something about cars parked on pavements this is totally unacceptable and selfish 
pavements are for pedestrians !!!!!!! 

Stop making the whole of Southport 20mph!!! 

Road and pavements are worse than ever , seems too be little or no maintenance. Weeds , flags and 
asphalt not maintained .  Is this a survey for Sefton or Southport ? Maybe some officials should have a 
good look around Southport to see a deterioration .  Disgrace . Surveys are good , actions are better .  

Location of problems. I see lots of parking issues near/outside of schools in Formby with inconsiderate 
parking blocking residents' drives.  Speeding is a huge problem in Formby with no consideration given 
by many to speed limits.  Teenagers have no road sense or common sense in bikes. 
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We all realise the reality of the cuts the Tory Government continues to push onto local councils and 
that this has put all of our local services at huge risk. However, I (and i suspect most in the area) 
would happily pay greater council tax to ensure services continued to be provided at a high quality.  I 
would encourage the council to consider a significant increase the council tax even if this does require 
local referendums etc.  In addition to this I would like to specifically draw attention to the surface water 
flooding in Formby which is terrible and requires attention by the council as a priority. 

Parking facilities for residents in Bootle particular on Oxford road having to purchase traffic cones to 
enable my family to park in front of our property and guess who keeps the parking a absolute 
nightmare Sefton council employees say no more and the point of this survey a joke  

Please get rid of 90% of  the 20 mile an hour roads / they cause more problems than they solve  

There are no questions as to whether we we think road and street furniture makes cycling more 
dangerous due to cars being forced around obstacles. Mini islands on Oxford Rd Waterloo etc 

20 mph limits needs to be enforced. 

A lot of cycle lanes are ridiculous - they just peter out. 

Cyclist continually use main roads even when cycle path available , so they should be made to 
contribute to road tax and have some form of insurance as motorist have to pay  

How can you stop cyclists riding on the pavement? 

Roads in Formby that have been resurfaced in last few years are very poor quality already (kings 
road)  

Lulworth Road requires strict parking restrictions between Aughton Road and Weld Road + no 
pavement parking and NO parking facing oncoming traffic. 

You want to stop taking people's money and giving nothing back  It's all just paying you can't even 
have a walk down the beach without  paying and the third reich you employ as wardens to guard your 
property . Seftons Moro keep paying your money and we will charge you to breath. The whole council 
is run by a load of old dinosaurs ?? get some new blood in and let's all see some improvement  total 
waste of time ps  we have been waiting for you to cut a tree down for over 2 years now have a go at 
getting through to tree care or whatever you call it you will be dead before you get through and yes I 
am a resident not for much longer thank god  

There is a lot of fraudulent use of Blue Badges which is not policed by Sefton.  Vehicles are frequently 
parked near the Southport Hospital  displaying Blue Badges  by people who appear to be perfectly 
able- bodied. Some checks need to be put in place to stop this abuse. Other authorities have facilities 
to report abuse and confiscate badges and impose fines. 

As a regular cyclist, I don't consider the safety standard of current access routes into Liverpool city 
centre to be of a suitable standard. This needs to be addressed if Sefton residents are to be 
encouraged to use bicycles as a means of commuting to work. 

Speeding motorists are ruining the safety of our roads. I live on a 20MPH road that is used as a rat 
run. The majority of motorists and motor cyclists speed along much faster than 20MPH and a 
substantial  number even faster than 30MPH.  I live on Leyland Road between the traffic lights at Roe 
lane end and Albert road.  You advertise how 20MPH speed limits make safer roads for cyclists and 
walkers. This is not the case unless we can control speeding motorists. 

Work needs doing to improve visibility at many junctions where it is obstructed by parked vehicles. In 
many cases simply moving double yellow lines to other side of road. E.g. Beach road / Westcliffe road 
, birkdale would solve problem or extending lines around corners.  

Why are the streets so dirty in some areas and why are shops/restaurants allowed to leave rubbish 
bags on the street on Friday and Saturdays?  

Marking of road positioning when at a junction cars should pass behind one another to enable a clear 
view if the road you a crossing roads are currently marked so you pass in front of each other therefore 
your vision us obstructed.  Roads should be resurfaced not pot holes filled doesn't last  Hedges are 
obstructing road signs on some roads 

We need speed cameras throughout L23. 
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The traffic lights on park lane I'm Netherton are terrible and dangerous. If I am on park lane and want 
to turn right to go towards switch island there is no right traffic filer. You have to wait in the middle of 
the road with busy traffic flying past you trying to turn a cross the road. When you get the chance to 
turn right only 2 cars are able to get through before the lights then change red. It is very dangerous. I 
have only noticed a filer at 5 o'clock for rush hour. All other times filter is off. This road has no rush 
hour it is permanently busy. As a resident of Hereford Drive I know many people wanting to turn right 
are going straight ahead and turning around in Aldi to avoid turning right which is just causing more 
traffic on the opposite side. This needs sorting you should be able to turn right all other sections of this 
junction have a filter at all times. 

The Questions can only be answered in accordance of where the person filling in the form lives. So 
may not be a true reflection of the whole of Sefton.  This may become apparent later on in the survey 
?  Maybe an area question should be the first box to be filled. You would then get a better picture of 
what your asking as it may differ from say Southport to Maghull.?  With regards to the condition.of 
cycle paths/ routes. The Formby bypass cycle paths are horrendous. Uneven, littered in glass and 
other debris,  pot holes,  weeds, no provision to be able to cross the bypass ( pedestrian lights ) and 
runs out on the Southbound side so being unable to cross the carriageway due to speed and amount 
of traffic your forced to use the carriageway.  Once on the carriageway you are then faced with a 
barrage of abuse from Impatient drivers or in danger of being hit from vehicles driving too close.  As 
you approach the carsales room you are forced to then try and avoid the over grown shrubbery so are 
forced farther into thea es of the carriageway and the path of the cars racing to beat the lights.  Then 
there is the lack of cycle lane /path through  Ince Woods. !! Again your forced to use the road as NO 
path on the Southbound carriageway and  a very narrow pavement on the northbound. Barely wide 
enough for a couple of pedestrians, once again due to impingement from over grown trees/ shrubs.  
Only a matter of time before there's a serious accident or DEATH on this section of road. And finally 
whilst the new road (Brooms cross) is so wide why was a cycle path not put inplace on here too. ?   

can you please advise whoever is responsible, that putting zebra/pedestrian crossings and bus stops 
immediately before or after roundabouts or road junctions (whether served by traffic lights or not) is 
completely irresponsible and unsafe - no doubt it's a decision made by someone who doesn't drive 
and sits in an office all day getting paid far too much money!!! 

You can tell where Sefton ends and West Lancs begins by the way the grass verges and roundabouts 
are maintained. Southport is the home of the weedy roundabout. They are cleared only in time for the 
Flower Show - residents have to put up with the mess the rest of the year. Shame on you Sefton 
Council! Potholes are a nightmare and I object strongly to having to pay for repairs to my car damaged 
by being unable to avoid a pothole that Sefton Council have not repaired. 

Remove the unenforced 20 mph limits and revert to 30 mph but strongly enforce them. Some of the 
speeds on Hesketh Drive Southport for example are dangerous as people think they can drive as fast 
as they like with little chance of being caught 

Formby needs to receive a better share of the council tax ... we put IN far more than comes OUT in 
spending on Formby  

Speed bumps and pot holes damaging vehicle suspensions  

Blanket speed limit of 20 MPH is too slow on most of the roads and needs reviewing  

I would like to question the traffic control signage on Mill Lane Southport Post Code PR9 area.  The 
road is signed as 20 mile an hour but without doing a survey I would estimate approx 95% of drivers 
do around 30 - 60 MPH on this road.  It is very concerning and something I would like Sefton Council 
to review as the 20 MPH signage is NOT Working  

More needs to be done to prevent people parking on the pavements and grass verges. 
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The grass verges and central reservation on the road from Switch Island to Seaforth are disgusting 
and what a sight to welcome visitors to Sefton!  Other counties you visit there will be verges of 
daffodils in spring and summer flowers during summer all in flower but not in South Sefton.  I am 
ashamed of the weeds and filth that my family see when visiting from other counties.   Some of the 
money spent on plants in North Sefton, Lydiate etc should be shared equally with South Sefton to 
make this part of the borough look attractive. The pollution along Church Road, Litherland from traffic, 
particularly lorries, is detrimental to residents' health.  Figures of the poor air quality should be 
published regularly.  Now to add to the poor way we are treated, even though we pay our Council Tax, 
our trees have been removed and the site paved over.   

There should be a priority in getting roads fixed PROPERLY even if it takes a little bit longer. To the 
person reading this, or anyone involved in wanting to make a change to Sefton council and this area, 
making the roads safe to drive on is a massively important thing, at speed a little pot hole can cause a 
huge amount of damage not only to the person driving but also to the vehicle and over time you & 
everyone in Sefton end up having to pay for the damage done to the vehicles from pot holes over time 
even when such a high amount of money is collected from road tax each year/month. Money is being 
wasted on a (quick fix) to sort the roads out, then after 2 months they are the same again. Dodging 
these potholes can also cause a huge accident.  

The amount of cars now parking on the pavement in Southport is disgraceful. Just leads to more 
pavement damage and inability to walk past vehicles that take up most of pavements.   Also the cost 
to park in Southport Town Centre why so much more than being able to park in Ormskirk, West 
Lancs?  

Clarity of road signs and road markings is a big issue for me. They are essential to road safety. I 
haven't marked road safety as a high priority because I believe the 20mph initiative to be flawed in its 
implementation. Therefore, money spent on that is wasted in my opinion. 

I would like to see more street cleaning in places other than the 'nice areas' eg Crosby, formby etc.  
There are residents that do look after there property, but the area/street  cleanliness lets them down  

Address the speeding in Crosby. Clear the pavements of cars etc, pavements are for pedestrians. 
Clean the roads better, the area is now a disgrace. 

Too many militant bicyclists exist 

PLEASE get rid of the speed humps and 20mph zones.  There is no evidence that they are of any 
benefit, and they make driving more dangerous for responsible drivers as we can judge safe speeds to 
travel.  Irresponsible drivers ignore them anyway, so all you are doing is slowing down the safe 
responsible ones.  And the speed humps scrape people's cars when not properly maintained, and 
cause damage both to our cars suspension and to the properties nearby.  One was installed outside 
my previous home, and the whole house shook every time someone went over it.  There's now large 
cracks in the outside rendering. 

When you repair the roads fix them properly then they won't need repairing so soon Teach cyclist to 
ride on cycle path or single lane  Listen to people who live in the area Stop employing people who 
don't do the above  

1 I'd like more 20mph zones for the safety of local kids 2 I'd like you to stop poisoning kids and dogs 
by using glucosphate as a weedkiller 3 why are the verges being cut in a heatwave? why not let them 
grow longer in the countryside [eg Formby bypass] and save money and let wild flowers flower and set 
seed? 4 fewer verge mowings would greatly reduce the inconvenience and holdup to traffic on the 
Formby to Ince Blundell section- the entire stretch was backed up last time I tried to drive through 5 
fewer road humps, and less high- they are damaging our cars6 6 make it clear to cyclists that they 
SHARE ROW and dog walking areas with pedestrians and little kids, my dogs and kids have many 
times come close to being mown down by groups of speeding cyclists they should slow down and give 
us time to get control oof dogs/ kids by using bells etc  7 I don't use  a bike any more as I find a 
significant number of  drivers too erratic and there are not enough cycle lanes  

I would like to see a commitment to increase the infrastructure for cyclists. Having ridden in Holland , 
Belgium and France , their commitment and investment has reduced traffic, increased safety and 
importantly improved the health of all their residents.  A good example is the new Thornton link road. 
This would have been an ideal opportunity to put cycle separation from traffic. Then with each 
successive development, link these networks to form a proper cycle highway. Manchester have now 
committed to this . Sefton should lead the way in Merseyside. 
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Fix the damn potholes and get rid of the pointless 20MPH limits... 

If you could improve the quality of our pavements then our city would look so much better. 

YES ,the great danger of cyclists riding ,very fast on pavements.In my opinion a serious if not fatal 
accident waiting to happen. 

Windsor road is awful to drive down, the cobbles are bare it is that bad 

When you put notices in the free newspapers, can we at least read them as the print is very small and 
older people need the same information as younger people if not more. 

I feel that since Broom's Cross Road opened three years ago the traffic in the whole area has 
increased dramatically.  We live in Thornton directly opposite the roundabout and see the traffic 
crawling along from early in the morning. We have lived here for over 30 years and have seen it get 
busier each year for the past few years.  For some reason the council do not seem to want anyone to 
use the old Northern Perimeter Road and have added some ridiculously shaped roundabouts in an 
effort to deter motorists. I cannot see why as there are no children playing anywhere along this road 
and no people walking or wanting to cross.  Instead the traffic has moved to the surrounding roads 
where there are people walking and children playing.  Please could someone from Sefton Council 
stand with a camera for a few hours on the Northern Perimeter Road and also on the surrounding 
roads? You would soon see what I mean. 

Another awful questionnaire by Sefton Council. You desperately need help from research experts how 
to construct a valid and useful questionnaire. I'm sure the outcome will only be used to validate a cut in 
service. Budgets are tight, but become leaner, and stop being so bureaucratic. You are decades 
behind private industry. Stop wasting money on poor quality tarmacing that needs to be redone. At the 
end of year if there is surplus of budgets don't do roads that do not need doing for sake of it. Sefton is 
looking really scruffy at the moment. Grass verges over grown, public doorway paths around the 
dunes in Ainsdale where I live. I have a baby, the drop kerbs around here are awful. Ainsdale station is 
in the heart of the village with 5 immediate road exits. It's always busy and is a nightmare to cross esp 
with a pram. Simple and effective improvements could be made, but there is no logic in planning. 
Crucial street signs showing junctions have trees growing in front. Roads from west lancs to Southport 
are in awful state but west lancs do not care as they are on their border, but something needs to be 
done. There needs to be better roads to Southport the network is poor, and the new link Road is not 
good enough. This should have been a two lane bypass all the way and through Ince Blundell. The 
roundabout at new road is dangerous, visually it looks like cars are turning and there is near multiple 
accidents each day. Simple improvements could be made to Formby Bypass to improve safety. The 
left turn off roundabout for b5254 the bypass should split and left lane for b5254 and right for straight 
on, common sense. Cut down number of entries on to bypass it is mway speeds. Moss side road 
coming on to Formby Bypass should be blocked. It's too hazardous and drivers should be made to go 
other way to roundabout. I know this is not your fault but level of driving is awful there needs to be 
more cameras on roads now there is less police. 20 signs are pointless as hardly anyone keeps to it 
but nobody is reprimanded. Cars accelerate to about 50 going up shore road. Each night you can hear 
cars racing on the bypass. Grass cutting on bypass is a nuisance with traffic congestion. Could this be 
done at night or would Astro turf be cost effective 

Sefton recently blocked a green lane (ROW) with the new road they built from switch island to form by 
bypass.  Sefton could do with more of these green lanes for 4x4s to drive. 

I would like to see a quicker turnaround in relation to street/road repairs and for better communication 
between utility companies and local council to avoid the sudden increase in  localised roadworks 
operating within a few blocks/streets from each other at the same time, the most noticable ones being 
around the Duke St and Shakespeare St area most recently which caused problems with traffic flow. 

Road humps need removing. Especially in the Netherton area.  

Cars half parked on the pavement are a real hazard in certain areas. Especially during busy times, like 
school pick up and drop offs. It is an accident waiting to happen.  

The roads are poorly maintained all over southport and when they are repaired it's with poor quality 
grit like surface rather than tarmac. They are dangerous to cyclist and cause damage to cars. The 
weeds around by my house in high park are absolutely atrocious. Cycling can be very uncomfortable 
and dangerous. Please make the roads and highways better!  
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Slow down traffic. People are accelerating hard in slow 20mph areas they are accelerating hard the. 
Braking hard. No need for this  

The roads and pavements, verges and green areas are far too litter strewn. Whilst recognising that the 
Council do not drop the litter , it creates a very bad environment and impression for tourism. 

Concerned about the number of vehicles parking on grass verges and pavements, no room for 
pedestrians. Automobiles accelerating far too quickly and braking too hard. Speeding everywhere. 

Cycle lock ups 

Switch island is a nightmare - not clear signage and the roadworks make it even worse .  The short 
cuts used through Crosby and Waterloo make it a hazard for local residents and unless all tackled just 
move the problems elsewhere. Closure of edgemoor lane helps some but the  traffic still cuts down 
stuart avenue , back winstanley road, hicks road and park road to avoid all the lights so living on park 
Road it is a very busy bit of road. We also need to address the peel ports and HGVs as not a solution 
to pit the dual carriageway through Rimrose either. Will increase noise and traffic pollution .  

The  cycle route from Birkdale to Ainsdale, along the coast road, could be great - but it is very narrow 
and very bumpy, making it a less than pleasurable experience. Also, the wide footpaths along certain 
roads, eg Lulworth road, could easily become shared spaces for cyclists and pedestrians with some 
additional markings, perhaps. This would make cycling much safer around the town.  

The provision for cycling around Sefton was well promoted and infrastructure put in place some years 
ago however it has fallen into disrepair. Road marking, ASL boxes, road surfaces and cycle paths are 
in a dire state. The refurface of Lord St in Southport could have been a brilliant opportunity to show the 
area to be cycle friendly but sadly missed and now needs further repair. The wide cycle paths on the 
Formby bypass would be great but all too often littered with debris from the road and the roundabout 
crossings dangerous to walkers and cyclists. 

We used to be a cycle friendly town.  

sort brooms cross out it should be 2 lanes each way  stop blocking roads in crosby, it not easing 
congestion its getting worse   sort moor lane out if you are going to build this new rimrose valley road 
get on with it, and dont make it single lane like the mistake made with  brooms cross 2 lanes each way     

The number of potholes on side streets is atrocious  the traffic lights at junction of Hawthorne road and 
Linacre Lane are TOTALLY rediculous...should be left turn straight on right turn...NOT either left or 
straight. Straight and right turn the number of idiots who speed up to get in front when on the left lane 
is rising...speedsbon most roads are 20  mph. I can see benefit on some roads but likea of Bridle road 
(very little residential area) all it does is cause chaos..  

Brooms cross road short sighted planning 

More drop kerbs for wheelchair and scooter users 

The Road planning of Southport is a disgrace, the closure of Chapel St narrowing of Lord St with Bus 
Lanes and the narrowing of Neville St and the overly long traffic light sequence at the Neville St 
Promenade junction is diabolical. The light at Sussex rd/Norwood Rd are a nightmare with another set 
at the most 200 yds away at Thatch & Thistle causing tailbacks WHY could a roundabout not have 
been situated at Sussex Rd/Norwood Rd. The 20mph restrictions are a farce even the residents don't 
do 20 mph so why should non residents. A complete and utter waste of money and as for the speed 
humps they are worse than useless. 

Switch island is a nightmare and even the new signposting is confusing.  Coming off the M57 there is 
no mention of which lane to get into for Maghull or Ormskirk.  This island is a mess and I have seen so 
many accidents and near misses. 

1 Drivers using mobile phones should be prosecuted without fail  2 cars parked on pavements should 
be prosecuted without fail, particularly on bin collection days. 

When will the street sweeper actually sweep the gutters instead of driving down the middle of the road 
in both directions because the residents haven't gone to work yet and their cars are still parked at 8am 

Cyclists need to use cycle paths provided and not cycle on busy roads where is is completely 
unnecessary and causes problems. 

It does not cover cars that park on the pavement obstructing pedestrians Sandringham Road in 
Waterloo is a prime example.   
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I am a parent and a carer of an elderly father and getting arou.d by car is very important to me and my 
family so the maintenance of the roads and parking is high on my agenda but also getting my Dad out 
and about in his wheelchair or using his mobility scooter highlights he lack of ramps and lowered kerbs 
in the area.  He has a bungalow in little crosby and trying to cross the road by Saint Mary's playing 
field is very hard and quite wide to try and get across. During term time there is a lollipop crossing but  
could do with somthing else to help us cross he road.  

Please repair potholes on the road and pavements.  I had a nasty fall because of a pothole in a 
pavement.  Spent 4 weeks on crutches.  Also speed bumps - they are ruining cars!! 

 Cyclists are meant to ride close to the curb where there are many deep grids and potholes. This can 
be very dangerous and so you need to ride 3 foot away from the curb this annoyed drivers and this is 
why this is being discussed on a weekly basis on TV radio and around the  dining room table. Also 
giveaways on the cycle path should be for motor vehicle traffic and not the cyclist. Having visited 
Denmark and mainly Copenhagen over the years that system works really well and encourages 
people to ride a bike and walk when they are able to. It would be nice if that was the case in Sefton 
and England and Wales.  The best cycle path is definitely along the front from banks to the pier  

Red lights are frequently ignored at theTraffic lights at Ince rd thornton/Quarryl Rd and Virgins Lane 
/Moor Lane . New roundabout Southport Rd / BroomsCross is a nightmaree to joinn from Moor Lane 
and accident pronr 

The phasing of traffic lights is a particular problem .The traffic  lights at the junction of Crosby road and 
Cambridge road at night are always on red for Crosby road and will not change until a vehicle 
approaches from the Crosby direction .I also think part time signals need to be considered for the 
roundabout at the flyover at the end of Princess way . 

The drains and gullies need cleaning properly. I am always getting splashed by cars going through the 
blockages. 

For some people a car is an absolute necessity for getting to work and for getting to elderly relatives. 
Road users deserve a decent road infrastructure to enable them to meet their commitments especially 
when public transport is not an option.  I would have to get three busses to work and it would take over 
an hour and a half and I work in L18. I also am at the beck and call of a severely disabled mother.  Car 
users are often looked at as pariahs, when actually we are just trying to get to work and have a life.    

We could do with traffic calming measures on Coronation Road in Crosby. Also residential Parking to 
elevate the congestion caused  by recent licensed premises that have opened. A failure on the 
licensing committee, as these problems should have been taken into account.   

I think the Waterloo district is slowly becoming a slum because of the lack of street cleaning!! 

Measures need to be taken to make cyclists use cycle paths rather than roads i.e  cyclists on Formby 
bypass / coastal road  Parking in Southport town centre too scarce / too expensive, people will not pay 
£2.50 to buy groceries at the market or pop into shops for half an hour- not only frustrating but having 
a definitive and measurable effect on the local economy.   Also when re-tarmacing roads use better 
quality tarmac. Lord street was relaid recently and I'd already deteriorating.  

Alexandra Mount should be blocked off. It is being used as cut through and it's only a matter of time 
before someone is seriously injured. The road is to small for the volume of traffic using it.  

Sefton seems to be very poor at optimising roadworks. We often see multiple roads being restricted or 
closed simultaneously, which really holds up traffic flow.   Why can't Sefton highways realise that 
having simultaneous roadworks on the major routes in/out of a town is going to cause a lot of 
problems?  

Speeding is  particular problem and parking outside schools when children are being dropped off / 
picked up. There are not enough safe crossing places  for pedestrians on brownmore lane at peak 
times, I regularly see children taking chances and running across the road as there is no break in the 
traffic flow. Also Stuart Road could be made one way as it is often difficult to drive down this narrow 
road 

As a wheelchair user, I'd like footpaths to be better repaired and maintained.  Some appear to be just 
a patchwork of repairs, which makes for a very uncomfortable ride!  Also, I'd like to see the sideways 
gradient of some footpaths reduced. 
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Even though I am not a cyclist, there is an anti-cycle culture in the UK, which is totally illogical. 
Building more cycle ways and encouraging cycling will reduce traffic congestion, improve air quality, 
and improve public health. It's a win-win, so someone in authority needs to get a grip of this issue. 

I find it frustrating reporting faults with signage, lighting of bollards, reporting directly to Officers.  In 
some cases six - seven months later job still not done e.g. Kensington Road speed bumps are way out 
of specification. The Kensington Road bollards at the speed bumps are either missing or have no 
reflectors. Rose Hill - no lights in the bollards, one has had no lights for two years.  I have reported this 
on several occasions to no avail. I intend to contact Cabinet Member. Tony Crabtree 

council need to take action over the number of people cycling on pavements. 

Deaths of cyclists relating to potholes in this area is completely unacceptable. 

When pushing a pram or wheelchair there needs to be more dropped kerbs on streets and roads. On 
bin collection days residents struggle on the pavements with prams, electric scooters and wheelchairs. 
The bins are a hazard and cause big problems especially for elderly residents trying to manoeuvre 
around them. This issue needs addressing. Need to make London Street , Southport two way for all 
traffic. 

Turn off every other street / road light to save cost 

Every time it rains heavy it floods outside my house which is the main route into the estate forcing 
people to walk on wet slippery grass, been reporting it for about 20 years and still not been dealt with 
in a satisfactory way 

No questions regarding how bad congestion is within local areas, in fact no questions that be regarded 
as local, some problems may be specifically localised. 

More cyclical and pro-active Maintenance required by Sefton. Grass cutting, gulley cleaning/ 
unblocking, road resurfacing etc. Understand the budget pressures, we are told about them all the 
time. But we also pay a lot of council tax, as well as income and value added tax. More effort required 
please.   

Earlier this year I contacted you regarding parking on Tulketh St in Southport in the pedestrianised 
area. Specifically outside the jewellers next to the side entrance to M&S. This still continues. I have 
witnessed the individuals getting out of their cars & they are young & healthy. This continued use 
makes the town look scruffy & will damage the paving. You can see where there has been 
replacement previously. Why should they park there FOC when there are clear signs advising of no 
parking? No charge, no fines but close to town - why shouldn't others park there too - also it seems 
this area is becoming a free for all with regards to where you drop people off - it's getting further & 
further into the pedestrianised area - move the bollards right back & stop this - it will save on repairs in 
the long run  

Repairs to sewers not adequate as repairs to recent sewers on Hartwood Rd now require attention 
again. 

HGV transport from the Docks is a huge concern. Far too much polution.   Require a tunnel built from 
the/Docks to motorway or re-use existing old rail tunnel. Dunningsbridge Road and government 
preferred route MUST be scrapped immediately. The North West requires proper investment like 
London has received for decades. 

The speed of some drivers on the main route through Formby are well over the speed limit. They are a 
danger to pedestrians and other road users. Then worst potholes should be filled to avoid claims form 
road users. is this not more cost effective? 

No 

the roads are in really bad condition and need sorting out, not just a quick fix like is normally done but 
a proper repair so that the issues dont keep on happeneing, all sefton seems to do is do a cheap fix 
which doesnt work then spend more money on doing it properly when you may as well just do it right 
in the first place to avoid extra costs and disruption. also lord street should have been done in red 
tarmac and once again you messed it up and so are having to re-do some of it and spend more 
money. well done sefton  
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Why are there still so many potholes, and why are they not repaired adequately/keep reappearing? I 
feel my car is being damaged daily on my commute to work. I live and work within the Sefton area.  
Also I see street cleaners everyday around south road, St. John's Rd Waterloo, however I have not 
seen a street around Maghull since I was a child, Maghull is looking scruffy and undesirable, I know 
individuals have responsibility for their own rubbish and many do not abide by this, but I feel it unfair 
that some areas of Sefton have street cleaners and some don't, we pay enough council tax 

I thought there would be more questions aboutthe need for better public transport. We need to reduce 
car use  

I have seen pavements dug up & replaced wasting tax payers money that should be spent on roads. 
Make peel ports pay for all  repairs in Sefton as it is the lorry's working their that causes most of the 
problems in the area. They can afford it!. 

You could make a fortune paying someone to be undercover walking down the foot path behind 
shoreside primary and into the pine woods giving on the spot fines for dog fowling, as it is disgusting 
down there. Also down Glen eagles Road ainsdale is a 20 ml speed limit, no one sticks to it My kids 
have early been knocked down a few times by people going at least 40, were are the police when you 
need them. 

There are FAR too many speed humps in Sefton and many are dangerously high or in a poor state of 
repair. Road casualties are thankfully quite low so the traffic calming measures are out of proportion to 
the problem. The money should be spent on repairing potholes  

There is a major problem with pavement parking in Birkdale village. Someone will be killed if they are 
allowed to carry on.  How do you explain to children that cars can drive anywhere on pavements as 
well as roads??  

I have a long term progressive illness, hence the reason for car use.  

Outside39,Sandbrook Road Ainsdale a previous remake after United utility repairs  in the carriageway 
is starting to subside.This is causing considerable rumbling ,shaking and structural movement to the 
houses that are in close proximity.Particulary by the wagons ,vans and Agricultural vehicles passing at 
speed down this 20mph road,that also has no speed signs of any description. 

the roads and entries  are fithly when you ring the council all they ever say is will you go witness 
against the culprits. This is utterly disgraceful not enough is done to punish people who fly tip   

Far too many cycle lanes in Southport . Particularly since cyclists frequently don't use them correctly or 
simply cycle on pavements. 

I am very concerned about potholes and badly sited speed humps (which then begin to break up due 
to poor construction) causing damage to cars, which may then cause accidents or result in 
compensation claims against the council. Resurfacing work is generally of poor quality - spreading grit 
across the roads achieves nothing except creating a safety hazard for cyclists and motorcyclists and 
damaging cars. More could be done to monitor the standard of resurfacing work - the good job done 
recently on Church Street in Southport shows what can be achieved, but I am concerned it won't be 
long before someone else comes and digs it up for access to utilities, etc, and is then allowed to leave 
it in a sub-standard condition. 

just that the local circular bus comes on time 

Camara's on traffic lights are not working, despite signs informing drivers they are there, if they 
worked, maybe we would reduce the number of  cars jumping red lights and speeding. 

If this is an opportunity to comment on a transport issue in Sefton:  Attention must be given to the 
junction of Liverpool Road/Islington/Coronation Road in Crosby. It is literally a mess and was 
described as such by the Sefton Highways engineer almost a decade ago during the drawn-out 
Sainsburys planning application saga (I won't name him). Since that time - and it was already very bad 
- the situation has been worsened by the introduction of a 'built out' bus stop on Coronation Road, a 
very busy Tesco express, and a number of successful bars and restaurants. Add these to the bizarre 
double roundabout set up, and a busy traffic light junction which has traffic priorities that date back to a 
pre-pedestrianised Moor Lane, and it is a shambles. There must be money available for safety/traffic 
flow improvements to the A565, and this has to be a priority. This sounds like a rant, but go and visit 
the junction and ask yourself if it is acceptable by modern traffic management standards?  There's only 
one answer       

Finish Switch island roadworks ASAP  
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Public transport, cycling and walking should be prioritised over cars, car drivers should be discouraged 
from using their cars in Southport. Safe cycling routes ie., protected bike lanes should be created to 
encourage more people to cycle around the Southport area. Rat runs should be turned into no through 
roads and Lord Street should be pedestrianised and not a through road for cars.  

I am very worried about the quality of air pollution, so am very conscious of it when walking along the 
road.  I worry about the babies and children especially as the fumes from HGVs in particular are killing 
us all slowly.  Red light jumping by cars and HGVs is another worry and happens a lot.  Noise pollution 
is high.  HGVs parking in side roads is very dangerous and should be stopped before an accident 
happens. 

Parking on pavements seems to be the acceptable norm through Litherland, leaving little or no room 
for people to walk on the pavements and having to walk on busy roads, (this also includes night time 
when some pavements are completely blocked by parked cars). Enforcement seems to only take 
place around shops/resident only parking or Sefton Car Parks and the rest of Sefton's Roads are left 
unchecked. 

The bike way on Southport prom should be kept clear. For most of the year there is a build up of sand 
and/or detritus. Keeping it clear makes it safer for cyclist and pedestrians. Shoddy repairs i.e. Lord 
Street resurfacing, is not cost effective. I have no problem with black tarmac, but main routes should 
be resurfaced well. Pot holes should be repaired promptly as this will save money on the long term as 
the job will be smaller and the council receive less  compensation claims. 

Why has the pavement on the parkside of Hatton Hill Rd l21 which serves a doctors surgery a Medical 
Center a park and sheltered accomodation not been swept or cleaned at in the last 12 months when a 
street cleaner was asked if he could clean it he said his machine could not fit on the pavement. 

I would like the quality of any repair done to the highway to be of a higher quality, with less reason for 
it to be done again as often is the case as in Southbank Road, Botanic Road and of course Lord 
Street.  Listen to the residents but perhaps that is expecting too much. 

Traffic planners do not seem to understand local needs. It would seem that traffic management 
officers  are located outside the Sefton area. 

Air pollution updates would be good. Especially on an app that could be given out as info to respiratory 
patients. And help prevent hospital admissions for those with long term respiratory conditions. If you 
want to discuss this more please contact me or the ccg or local breathe easy group would also be very 
interested s I am team leader of respiratory team for sefton 

yes I live on marshside road by fleetwood road junction opposite stanley school. That junction is bad 
especially when the school is coming out with parked cars. Also the speed of the cars. We have been 
effect 4 times with accidents to our property due to this junction. Also seen a  lot of accidents.  We had 
a car only 2 weeks drive through the brick wall. Neither sefton council or the police want to do anything 
about this junction. Will be late when someone is killed or badly hurt. Maybe the paper will be 
interested. Hope yoy can assist in this matter with the junction.  
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Why can't the highways agency use the disused railway instead of rimrose valley. As a council whom I 
voted for your failures to fight this are a joke. When I bought my house off Hatton Hill I had a search 
done and no plan for a highway was suggested to go through rimrose valley, so either lower the 
council tax or compensate me &other residents in the area or we all take you to court... Why may ask? 
Because you lot couldn't can't even  organise a piss up in a brewery. Too many chiefs not enough 
Indians earning far too much money payed by litherland residents. I will also sue as since you cut 
down the trees on Hatton Hill we can now hear the railway, this very detrimental to my health as I have 
many autoimmune diseases and also  tinnitus, so the noise  coming not only from the docks , railway 
and now a new carriageway will enhance my anxiety, not mention many more people who suffer from 
other conditions.So instead of lining your pockets with backhanders from contractors,we all know 
people in the council who tell us the real truth. Why on earth would you buy the strand oh yes make a 
great site for homes which we don't need  since the immigration centre opened and you lot receiving 
backhanders from  joe Anderson. By the way when will  fracking start because thats next on the 
agender!!!  Pity you don't do all this crap between Crosby and Southport!!! Maybe give Southport back 
to Lancashire council save our council tax paying for their hanging baskets and lesuire bike lanes 
instead of spending money on south Sefton creating green space for lower air emissions oh yes you 
cut down trees this end... Sefton council is killing South Sefton families these are the people who pay 
more into the council remember that.. the higher you climb the the harder the fall . By the way when 
will the street cleaners return around litherland we've dot broken glass at the end of our avenue it's 
been there since June and only once has the machine came down this summer and didn't bother 
cleaning it... probably because Crosby etc. Needed more .... failure  to your residents again  

Yes, I am an avid supporter of keeping Rimrose Valley as it is. This is used by my-self and my family 
as a recreation ground for walking, bike riding or just enjoying it's natural beauty.  We do not need any 
further road pollution in this area. I understand the need to service the dock area, and the jobs this 
creates, however, there must be another way to provide this.  

I'm in favour of the Rimrose Valley road.  The 20mph limit round Crosby is mostly ridiculous - fine on 
side streets but stupid on roads like Burbo Bank Road, Chesterfield Road, Northern Road, Hall Road.  
Some of the lane markings on Brooms Cross Road could be improved - eg. approaching Switch Island 
the main 2 lanes should be for M57 with M58 a side feature not its own lane. The roundabout at Moor 
Lane should be widened to speed up the flow, and with a filter lane from Formby towards Switch 
Island.   The Aldi lights layout is poor, access to and in particular egress from to Aldi interferes with the 
flow of traffic along Moor Lane, widen to 3 lanes approaching from BCR and enter and exit Aldi from 
side road, widen Moor Lane to 2 lanes outbound much earlier so that right queuing traffic doesnt block 
straight on lane.  Give less priority at lights to traffic coming from Grapes and more time inbound at 
Aldi.  Use the press to make clear what Sefton policy is on parking partly on pavements and enforce it.   

The upkeep of our roads and pavements is an absolute disgrace.Weeds growing everywhere, roads 
and pavements not being kept clean. The amount of litter not being removed. It is terrible for visitors to 
see all this as well as us residents who pay our council taxes. I now feel as though the area I live in 
(Gordon Street, Southport) looks like a dump. Graffiti been on walls around here for nearly 2 years. 
Despite me contacting sefton council about it nothing has ever been done. Road and pavement 
cleaners are NOT doing there job. I have many times seen the pavement cleaners walking up and 
down different streets and roads ans completely ignoring litter. 

Weeds on roads and pavement are taking over  

Cyclists ride on pavement and too fast with no lights Too much pavement parking 

oh yes I,ve filled in the above survey and now is my chance to respond I think south sefton has been 
neglected over a number of years and you can tell by the disgrace of the public spaces and whoever is 
in charge should be sacked, north sefton is,nt like this so why should south sefton be like this. thanks 
jimmy 

Unless the road markings  are reinstated soon on the doughnut roundabout there will be a nasty 
accident particularly when the already heavy traffic increases with the farcical new dock at Seaforth 
and the refusal of all concerned to take steps with the interest of pollution effects on the local 
population. 
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I am totally supportive of the 20mph initiative in residential areas close to schools etc however there is 
little if any enforcement of it as my own experience is quite a lot of drivers and in particular taxis from 
DELTA and SRC totally ignore it.  There is also little to deter the "Rat Runners" that continue to clog 
up Harris Drive along with the inconsiderate parking by people dropping off/picking up children at 
Robert Bellarmine school which causes dangerous situations constantly. 

As a Crosby resident some journeys by either car or bike are easy and some are slow,, difficult or for 
my 82 year old father who walks to Crosby village on a daily basis darn right dangerous. I realise you 
can never satisfy every point of view and budgets are tight but surveys like this accomplish little, 
without specifics. I began this survey hoping that somewhere I could use my knowledge of the local 
geography to help the borough solve some of our local issues, but sadly this opportunity has been 
missed.  

For safety reasons properties bordering road edges should be made to keep hedges and trees at least 
two feet away from the road edge, as the overhanging vegetation causes vehicles to cross the central 
line so creating a danger to oncoming traffic. One example is the B5193 Orrell hill lane.                    
Point two. You need to consider traffic lights at the junction off new end lane and the A565 formby 
bypass  

I now walk a lot. There are offer obstructions on pavements caused by garden hedges/ trees. The 
council should require households to ensure they don't overhang pavements. 

Yes. I am very dissatisfied with walking safety in the borough because the pavement between Marsh 
Lane and the Strand in Bootle has become a cyclists' speed track. It is positively dangerous for 
pedestrians, particularly the elderly. Also, the part of Stanley Rd in Bootle by the Bus stops by the 
North Park (nr the junction with Knowsley Rd) is a positive danger to Motorists, because of the way 
several Arriva buses are often parked there at once. Southbound traffic has to cross a solid white line 
into the bus lane to avoid oncoming traffic overtaking the buses, and the situation is also 
unsatisfactory coming the other way. The start of the bus lane on the southbound carriageway should 
be moved south by about 100 yards or more, and Arriva prevented from using the northbound stops 
as a driver transfer point. Thanks for the opportunity to make these points, I hope somebody will take 
them seriously.P 

Some junctions and roads are extremely dangerous for both drivers and pedestrians but by simple 
changes they could improve. I don't know why you haven't seen them.  You need a better / simpler 
way for public to tell you about these areas.  Too many to list here  

My main concern is the monopoly some people have on residential parking passes. It defeats the 
object of privileged parking when one family can have say two passes and a visitors pass when in 
fairness it should be restricted to  one pass one visitors pass per household.  

 More White Lines outside  private properties to stop people parking when they could park on the other 
side of the road  

I frequently see cars parked illegally near our home. Parked on the corner/junction and on double 
yellow lines, and no action seems to be taken.  I rarely see traffic wardens and when I spoke to one 
recently, they said that drivers have a "grace" period.  This system is clearly not working and it is often 
dangerous for us to drive out of our street onto Marsh Lane due to cars parked illegally.  

information regarding disposal of asbestos proved difficult to obtain. serious delays in repairing street 
lighting resulting in safety  fears especially in isolated places. 

Cycle paths/routes need to be prioritised as (a) people ,especially school children, speeding down 
footpaths is an increasing problem for pedestrians and (b) risk to the cyclists who do use the roads as 
many ignore traffic lights and sail through on red.  Provision of more street bins would reduce issues 
with mess due to overflowing bins and help dog owners who do pick up dog excreta but then have to 
hunt for a bin.  Many parents park on double yellow lines outside schools in Crosby. There is never 
any enforcement and there should be. Total disregard for other road users and pedestrians.  

Who's bright idea was it to allow double parking on Ennerdale Road, formby. It's clearly dangerous 
and obstructive. 
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I fail to see the point of all of these 20 mph areas, the vast majority of drivers totally ignore the limit 
which in my opinion was a total waste of money that could have been better used. Other parts of the 
country haven't introduced this scheme (speaks for itself). My wife has tripped on paving around 
Southport and ainsdale on 3 occasions in past 9 months. Why don't we when repairing paving just 
have them tarmacced, no raised edges with that. 

There needs to be a crack-down on speeding within Southport, particularly those areas where children 
are walking to school. 

I live in Litherland and feel embarrassed by the state of our roads and highways. You go to Southport 
which has flower beds on the roundabouts and pavements (hanging baskets). Then you drive through 
anywhere in Litherland and it's weeds and overgrowth. Just look at Seaforth roundabout as an 
example. It's a main carriageway and that is the perception that passers by see. The cycle routes are 
limited what paths do exist are full of glass and overgrown and not well lit. It would be better for our 
health and the environment if you invested in making our road ways more accessible and visably more 
appealing. 

Why allow permission for the construction of flats/apartments without sufficient off-road parking for 
residents  and guests, especially  in the Waterloo district. 

Reporting system for street lighting is terrible as you have to enter excessive personal infomation to 
make a report then you can only report one lamp at a time, never get feedback,  No effort made to 
curtail an increasing amount of cycling (often at speed) on pavements which is very dangerous for 
parially sighted pedestrians. Walker / cyclist conflict on Crosby Promenade is juts not being 
addresssed. 

Increasingly seeing cars parked on pavements not just 2 wheels but 4. The damage to pavements is 
getting worse. Need to start issuing tickets/fines for inconsiderate parking. 

Where is the section on the planned roads - eg, The Rimrose by pass and the effect that will have on 
air pollution and general health and wellbeing? 

the condition of road repairs is appalling. most potholes are in previously repaired sections of roads. 
Why? most repairs are sub-standard and do not reinstate the road to an acceptable standard.    

Get rid of 20mph restrictions.  Instead, police 30mph zones.  Deal with car parking on pavements.  
Deal with the abuse of parking in disabled bays & on double yellow lines (by able-bodied drivers).   All 
of these things need employees to catch & fine the perpetrators. 

When will you enforce the law re. riding bikes on the pavement? It is illegal unless you are 5 yes old or 
younger. Far too many adults are breaking the law. It is highly dangerous and will cause accidents. 
And when will you fill in the myriad potholes all over the borough? And when will you resurface Hall 
Road East? 

The workmanship to the repairs of road surface does not met Council's standards.  i.e. the liquid tar is 
not poured around the joints, which lets in the rain and so causes the repair to near repairing.  The 
Council does not seem to go and check that the work is done to their rules of workmanship. 

You just don't act upon pothole reports that are sent in using the website. I hit the same holes day after 
day, I've given the up reporting them now. It's someone else's turn. All I ask is a temporary repair if 
you can't afford a proper one, but that seems too much to ask. 

The introduction of speed cameras overall would provide the funding for council services. A little outlay 
shouldn't be a problem if you place at strategic points ....why not as a trial.   Maintenance of trees and 
pathways needs reviewing. A fly past with a weed gun on a buggy does not mean weeds are killed ... 
The speed the men went it's no wonder weeds have been a problem this year again ... The spray was 
airborne! 

Pavement fouling needs to be addressed. Stopping cars parking on pavements is an issue. Potholes 
getting worse. Weeds on pavements needs doing more often. Litter is shocking. Never see 
roadsweepers anymore. 

Traffic through Crosby is Awful , and has been for 25 years .  Getting in and out of Southport by car 
takes too long .  Bottlenecks at Millers Bridge , right turn on towrads Dock Rd is always congested. 
The right hand turning lane needs lengthening to keep onward traffic flowing. Simple improvements 
could be made to junctions , but it moves far too slow within Sefton Council, I cant understand why . 

Switch island is a death trap who ever designed it doesn't drive round it 
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I was appalled at the decision not to open edgemoor drive none of us elderly disabled have been 
taken into consideration all that has happened is a few houses at the top where it is blocked off have a 
private car park.The selfishness is dispicable we are cut off in every direction it costs more in a taxi to 
go round ambulances and emergency services must take longer and the pathetic excuse we would 
have to open all the roads well what is wrong with that ??? That is the fairest thing to do we all pay 
council taxes 

A 'blanket coverage' approach to 20 mph zones in certain parts of Sefton has resulted, in my opinion, 
in disrespect for speed limits and done little to improve road safety. Speed control zones should be 
specifically targeted, around schools for instance, and enforced, but imposing a reduced limit in areas 
where there is no obvious need to do so has been palpable waste of resources.  

Why are some trees, hedges etc maintained well, yet others very close by neglected ? 

I have cycled for many years on increasingly dangerous roads. The general disrepair of road surfaces 
is a danger to all road users but in particular cyclists, who are often berated by drivers of motor 
vehicles for taking evasive action to avoid potholes and degraded road surfaces.  I am aware of three 
cyclists this year from this area who have died as a direct result of poor road surfaces.  There is so 
much antipathy  between motorists and cyclists that I am frequently harassed and intimidated verbally 
and physically by motorists who are extremely impatient and ignorant of the Highway Code. Cycling 
promotes a healthy family lifestyle in so many ways and does not deserve to be castigated by or 
sidelined by local council or national transport policy. Notwithstanding, I do not lend any support for 
irresponsible cyclists who break the law. 

Yes,could  some one from council, walk ( not.drive ) along the pavement  on Northway from the rear of 
morrisons, to the shell garage,the hedges are a disgrace.!!!!! 

Very pleased to see you running such a survey. 

Hall Road East is in a terrible condition.  Drains across all areas do not appear to be cleared. 

I live off chesterfield road in Cosby and would like to see traffic calming measures introduced along the 
full length of chesterfield road to stop motorists and motorbike riders driving at ridiculous speeds and 
creating large amounts of noise pollution. I think this would best achieved by installing speed bumps 
which span the entire width of the road 

too many shallow rooted trees are a cause of diificult pavements.there are too few dropped pavements 
for power scoooters. Poor enforcement of the 20 mph limit makes road crossing hazardous for  those 
not fleet of foot..street lighting is nokept up to date. e.g. a lamp outside my front     has been out of 
order for months 

Is there any way of grading the severity of potholes, as some of them are very bad for both vehicles 
and bicycles, in order to prioritise them? 

The traffic queues on Moor Lane, Crosby have been bad for many years.  They are now significantly 
worse because of the traffic management at Broom's Cross Road.  This is true in both directions and 
and most times of the day/evening. There has been poor planning and it should be addressed. Things 
are getting better at Switch Island as a result of revised planning and signage. 

Urgent action is needed to address northbound traffic since closure of Edgemoor Drive.  Traffic is 
much heavier on Moor Lane causing significant delay and disruption to all residents who rely on 
access to this road and also significant pollution from stationary traffic at all times of day.  This could 
be resolved at no additional cost by designating Edgemoor as access only instead of adopting the 
'wait and see' approach and then having to cause even more inconvenience and spend a significant 
sum of money (that could be better used to improve potholes, pavements, streetlights, etc) to widen 
the junction.  It would be useful to provide a bridge/tunnel on Brooms Cross Road for pedestrians to 
maintain traffic flow.  I have reported broken street lights and debris on pavements on numerous 
occasions, however it is weeks before any action is taken.  Diverting the traffic to Netherton back via 
the original Bypass built for this purpose and not a residential road (Northern Perimeter) would 
alleviate some of the traffic at the end of Brooms Cross Road, instead of forcing all traffic down an 
essentially residential road (Moor Lane).   
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I would ask you to take a look into the state of the pavements on Scarisbrick New Rd Southport, 
particularly outside the cricket field, KGV and up to Haig Ave. As the main road for wheelchair users to 
go to the Hospital the pavement is like a roller coaster and not fit for purpose. the opposite side of the 
road has cars parked on it and huge puddles. As the paraplegic unit is based in Southport I think it is a 
reasonable request for the pavements to be kept reasonably level. Thank you. 

Can we have speed bumps in Ince Rd Thornton  And put speed cameras on the lights at Ince Rd 
/moor lane And virgins lane /moor lane  

The “improvements” to Thornton traffic management are a disgrace and a total waste of money. The 
one way system on the Crescent is a recipe for disaster and is only a matter of time before an accident 
happens. Also the changes have only increased the traffic on Edge Lane making the spend on brooms  
cross rd a total waste of money  

The road infrastructure is not sufficient to cope with the uncontrolled development planned by the 
council  Repairs to roads and pavements are carried out to a poor specification and quickly deteriorate 
after a hard frosty period.   

the need to promote the bikes should not use the pavements or underpass. Regulary I have nearly 
been knocked over as they go so fast even on smaller local empty roads whilst I can accept younger 
children but not teenagers or adults. 

This is a critical view of the area I live and travel in mostly ie Maghull, Lydiate and Aintree. I get 
annoyed when I see cyclists not using cycle paths around the area especially around A59 and Switch 
Island. There are no cats eyes on Bank Lane running from the Kirkby border up to the Pear Tree 
island. The white lines are virtually none existent on this stretch of road. HGV's should be banned from 
using Park Lane which is far to narrow for these vehicles. The speed limit on Park Lane and Kenyons 
Lane needs to be increased to 30mph.  

I live on Altway in Aintree Village. Why do the council allow over 20 ton delivery vehicles to use this 
road? They are too big to get around mini roundabouts and constantly cause damage to road signs, 
pavements and cause cracks in houses through vibration.They should be restricted to certain 
highways. Why do you not take action against residents who drive over the kerb and pavement to park 
their cars even when planning permission to drop kerbs etc. have been denied. 

The timing of the bus service through and around Lydiate and Maghull could be improved. The 300 
and 310 bus towards Liverpool arrives at the same time! Since the opening of Maghull North Station, 
which is a similar distance for me to Maghull Station, it now takes longer to get into Liverpool or  
Ormskirk because the change in timing of both trains and buses. It's quicker to walk home than take 
the station bus when coming back from Ormskirk in the evening even though that takes over half an 
hour. 

Regarding roads, we were never informed that our road was going to be altered to allow HGVs - 48 
tonnes to use it on a 24 hour basis. Our road is a slip road off Princess Way, and the dock traffic is 
using this slip road to find a waiting place further down in Bootle, while they wait for their 2 hour 
allotted appointment, instead of entering the dock gates and waiting inside. The road surface is terrible 
and the noise and pollution from all the heavy goods surely is outside legal limits. An email to the 
council about the road surface was just acknowledged but nothing has been done. We, the residents, 
have not even been offered compensation or sound insulation to help with this acute problem. 

* Number 1 priority - road surface. False economy putting the gluey/grit over poor/uneven surface. 
Doesn't resolve the underlying issue and gaps/crevices reappear within12 months. * Quality of pothole 
repair is inconsistent. Some excellent so poor. This also applies when utilities dig up then repair the 
roads. seems to be a general absence of standard and quality control * Often there is an array of 
potholes of different depth and size, along with adjacent poor road surface. Repair is very localised 
and doesn't really resolve the problem. A broader view of the road surface would improve 
effectiveness of the repair and reduce the number of visits. Overall saving. Take a look at Crescent 
Road as a recent example. * Slippy pavements - the old Southport tiles are still present on many 
pavements. These are extremely slippy and dangerous when wet. They are also generally uneven due 
to age and cars crossing to driveways, etc. * Road signs following roadworks. are often left up way 
beyond the work done. Improvements needed. * Installation of new road signs, eg speed limits. Rather 
than sticking another pole in the ground try and use existing adjacent poles. Some pavements are 
becoming congested.  You're on a hiding to nothing but improvements are needed. Good luck! 
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Get rid of damaging speed humps and 20mph speed limits. Allocate some of the budget to customer 
service training for traffic wardens so they can deal with people like normal human beings. Open 
London Street to all traffic (from Hoghton St) so you can drive from Central 12 to Ocean Plaza and 
Matalan sites in one straight line. 

Please repair roads faster. Crosby seafront is a total disaster and needs to be looked at again.  

sefton council as far as road infrastructure and maintenance is incompetant 

the survey doesn't ask what you think could be improved. It doesn't ask what you would like to see 
happening. The survey seems to be about managing budget not about an overall transport strategy or 
how the public could be involved instead of just consumers of the system. 

It's all about potholes and road surfaces. They should have a higher priority and be repaired to a 
higher standard. 

There is an entire estate called the Pendle in St Oswald ward, which has no drop kerbs and there is a 
lady trapped in her home with a mobility scooter that her husband has to lift off the pavement to allow 
her to get out.   In Formby, there is a junction at Altcar Rd/ Cross Green/ Church road. It would be 
ideal if the Altcar rd end could be widened at the junction to allow for a left and right turn. And perhaps 
a mini roundabout would help with flow of traffic.   Also, there is extremely bad pavement/ grass verge 
parking along Buckley Hill Lane, Bootle, which is causing problems for residents and drivers. This 
needs  to be urgently addressed due to road safety risks.   

the 20mph speed limit is not being adhered to on main roads especially commercial vehicles. The 
noise as they go over speed bumps is deafening especially in the morning. 

Sefton compares well with other local authorities on provision for walkers and cyclists but car and van 
drivers still endanger vulnerable users in the borough and I would appreciate more control of their bad 
behaviour. There are some appalling junctions which make cycling lass safe. 1 Liverpool Road/Bypass 
where sight lines for cyclists on the cycle lane are very bad 2 Coastal Road/Liverpool Road at 
Ainsdale where there is no priority for cyclists trying to cross to a cycle lane. There are more less awful 
ones which I would be happy to feed in. 

It¬s about time traffic lights were brought ito the 21st century Turn some off at night,others on main 
routes more efficient radar controlled.  The French provide a countdown clock at temp. traffic lights 
same please!   Why are some roads like driving over a camels back?  Some drain covers are not set 
properly, especially after relaying of tarmac.  Still too any lumps, bumps, divots,holes and poor repairs   
The UK motorist pays anything up to £1500 per annum for the privalege  to drive please make it a 
pleasure instead of having to pay for axle defects. 

road gutters/pavements no longer swept 

I have lived in Gardner Avenue for 40 years and the level of traffic speeding is horrendous.  Cars park 
fully on the pavements all the time, they also park on bends and at junctions. There is a school at one 
end of the road and the parents just drive onto the pavements without consideration to the pedestrians 
who walk their children or grandchildren to school each day.  The amount of dog fouling is horrendous 
and even when people do pick it up they drop the bag further down the street - what is the point in 
that!! 

Unadapted/Flaxfeild road if you could call it that. This road is absolutely horrendous Health&safty 
issuses. Emergency services losing valuable response time. Cars dogging pot holes. Old people& 
young children having difficulty walking on horrendous surface. Residents having to drag wheeler bins 
to pick up points across horrendous surfaces as the bin men refuse to go to this stretch of road 
because of safety issues. Lighting is none exsistant residents using torches in case they fall or trip due 
to the pot holes & bad surfaces,worst when it is raining or has been raining Residents walking out of 
there drives & nearly getting knocked down due to cars driving to close to there drives. When dry dust 
is a problem with traffic can't open windows people breathing in the dust. Residents cannot afford to 
pay towards the cost of a new road but it would be nice to live in normal conditions. Tell me this is not 
a third world country.. Come on Sefton Council make Formby a better place to live in   

Heavy goods vehicles using Holgate as a construction site 

There is no information about pollution levels. This is particularly relevant to residents living on busy 
roads. Also, heavy goods vehicles should be forced to use specific highways and routes rather than 
travel in residential areas. 
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I am an Estate Manger for a retirement housing estate on Coronation Road in Crosby. We have 
approx. 50 residents at the moment in 54 flats. There are varying degrees of mobility & as you can 
appreciate residents have great difficulty crossing Coronation Road.  Since Tescos opened, there has 
been an extra flow of traffic to contend with & we have been campaigning for a Pelican crossing.  
Many residents are frightened when crossing due to the speed cars travelling in front of our building.  
We have had one resident knocked down, who lost confidence, not being able to cross on her own 
again. Coronation Road is one of the busiest roads in Crosby & one of the few not to have a 20MPH 
speed limit or any traffic calming measures.  Car insurance is higher than elsewhere in Crosby as 
Coronation Road is classed by insurance companies as a dangerous road. My residents feel that if the 
building was a school there would be a crossing, as there was many years ago when there was a 
school on this site. They feel under valued members of society. They pay taxes and want to have a 
say in how the monies are spent. Just because noboby has been killed doesn't mean to say that they 
aren't terrified of crossing such a busy stretch of road.      dbfhgdshfk    

Main areas of concern for me are the general look of highways in Sefton - eg grass verges, flowers, 
gardens, wastelands being left or neglected.  

I live in a residential retirement apartment, Sandalwood, 83 Coronation Road in Crosby. Which is a 
community of 54 flats and we are all aged from 60 to 100yrs of age. we have been campaigning for 
some kind of safety crossing outside our estate since Tesco,s opened their store across from 
Sandalwood. We have had meetings with local councillors who concur with our plight. But since the 
regeneration of Crosby village, there haven,t ben any further developments.                                                                                                         
Because of the Introduction of Tesco,s the traffic situation has become more dangerous, as not only 
do we have to look left and right but also straight ahead as traffic swings out of Tesco,s car park. We 
have had one resident knocked down by someone reversing out of Tesco,s, although not seriously 
hurt the police were involved, because of this the resident lost confidence, not being able to cross the 
road on her own again. Coronation Road is one of the busiest roads in Crosby and one of the few to 
not have any calming measures in place. Car insurance premiums are higher on Coronation Road as 
my insurance company said it is a dangerous road. My wife, me and our fellow residents can,t help 
feeling that if our building was still a school as it was before the crossing would still be there. We can,t 
help feeling like undervalued members of society. We pay taxes and would like to have a say in how 
they are spent     Just because nobody has been killed doesn't,t mean to say that we are,not terrified 
of crossing such a busy road. 

I would like add that a Pelican crossing is of the utmost importance to me. I live in Sandalwood 
retirement flats and have great difficulty trying to cross the road.  The traffic travels very fast and on 
most occasions someone will stop to help me. I have to walk with a shopping trolley or my walking 
stick and feel very vulnerable.  The crossing further down the road is too far for me to walk. The state 
of the pavements is dreadful, I recently fell, badly injuring my face, this was the latest of several trips 
on the uneven pavements.  

Too many main traffic routes have 20mph limits and speed humps. which are not necessary. 

My wife and I live in a community of 54 flats. We live in Sandalwood which is 83 Coronation Road 
Crosby, which is retirement flats with ages ranging from 60 upwards to 100+.We have been 
campaigning for some sort of crossing for more than 3yrs, involving local councilors who concur with 
our plight.     Coronation Road is one of the busiest in Crosby and one of the few to have a 20mph 
speed limit. Because there are no calming measures or traffic lights outside our homes, traffic is well in 
excess of the speed limit as they speed past.My car insurers increased my premiums gy £100 per 
year when we moved stating that Coronation Road is a dangerous Road    There has been a traffic 
incident involving one of our residents, who was knocked down by a car reversing out of Tesco,s car 
park which is an added hazard. Although she was not seriously hurt the police were involved. Because 
of this incident the resident involved lost confidence and could no longer cross the road by herself.   
The introduction or Tesco,s has exacerbated the danger of crossing the road as now an extra flow of 
traffic joining the already flow or traffic. Not only do we look right and left, but also straight ahead, as 
when it is somewhat safe to cross the road the added danger is traffic coming out of Tesco,s   We 
can,t help but feel undervalued members of society, as if our building was still a school there would 
still be a crossing as it was when the school was here.  We, therefore, wish to be put in place some 
sort of safety measure to enable us to feel safe and valued.  As an added point we still contribute to 
the running of services, by paying taxes, and would like to have a say where it is used 
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Much greater need for provision and promotion of alternatives to the car, particularly walking and 
cycling, which not only have transport benefits, but significant health and well being benefits for 
individuals and the whole community. This could include measures such as car free days, congestion 
charging, encourage car clubs, free bus/train days to get people to try public transport, provision to 
take bikes on buses. Also need to advise motorists against sitting with cars idling, with a view to 
enforcing against repeat offenders. (as has been done in Liverpool). 

Re: signage There is no mention of the M57 on any direction signage on the A565 or Coastal Road in 
central Southport, Birkdale and Ainsdale.  Sefton Council did a great thing providing Broom's Cross 
Road to link the A565 and Switch Island (M57), but the full potential is not being realised, as from the 
Southport direction the M57 does not appear in brackets on A565 Liverpool signs until Freshfield. 

We are considering moving away from Crosby as the moor lane congestion is getting worse. 

Maintenance of roads and pavements has declined significantly over the last few years; it does not 
create a welcoming impression of Sefton.  Since the 'improvements' at Brooms Cross and the closure 
of Edgemoor Drive, Moor Lane has become gridlocked as all vehicles are directed to this road.  I am 
concerned about the impact on air quality due to the amount of stationary traffic on this road, 
particularly the north bound traffic.  The road is closer to houses than the roads traffic has been 
diverted from (eg the Northern Perimeter) and is not fit for the purpose it is being used.  Possibly due 
to the increased traffic, an increasing numbers of cyclists are now using pavements on Moor Lane, 
resulting in regular 'near misses'.    I have reported broken streetlights via your website numerous 
times; however months later, they have not been repaired.     

Make it easier to walk with a pram ! not enough pedestrian crossings, especially Stuart Road area. 
Need more street lights, and pavements too dirty. Focus on pedestrians.  None of this survey asked 
about the problem of dog muck on pavements which is a big problem. As a mum its impossible to get 
around by walking, especially after dark or on busy mornings. The focus on roads makes people go by 
car instead of walking. Pavements need gritting as well as roads. 

It's about time something was done relating to the very restrictive/narrow footpaths on Copy lane 
through the railway bridge. Pedestrians cannot pass comfortably in opposite directions, sometimes 
stepping into the road to get past and pedestrians are forced to walk along the road on the opposite 
side where the path becomes non existent.  Two years ago Sefton Council promoted the Sefton 
Circular cycle route yet nothing has been done to improve the Cheshire Lines path. There is an 
extended section of the path which is two narrow ruts where cyclists need to stop to let other cyclists 
pass. This was an old railway track so it is wide enough to lay a proper track. The Wirral Way puts this 
track to shame when it comes to encouraging walking and cycling of all ages including young families 
with trailer bikes.     Two of the issues of today are health and pollution, so it would be nice to see 
Sefton Council improving facilities to promote and encourage walking and cycling within the borough. 

Switch Island layout for M58 / M57 is completely unbalanced.  Hardly any traffic is going to 
Maghul/M58 but traffic is backed up over a mile for M57/Liverpool.  Left hand lane should be for M57 
and M58 traffic should filter off it.   

When I go shopping I use a 4 wheeled trolley and find it very difficult to navigate the pavements and 
cross Coronation Road. The traffic travels really fast from the round about and its difficult to see with 
so many parked cars, they are often on the double yellow lines. Please can we have a pedestrian 
crossing to help us cross the road? My friend was knocked down by a car reversing out of Tesco and 
this has made more nervous about going out. I use a stick to walk if not shopping and the pavements 
are uneven. In the village some are loose and you can lose your balance when you stand on them. 

I would like somewhere safe to cross on Coronation Road and Islington. There 4 ways I need to check 
before I can get half way across Islington. Coming out of Tesco to cross to Sandalwood on Coronation 
Road I can get to the island but then there are 2 lanes of traffic coming from the left and you cannot 
always see them both.  Most importantly we desparately need a pelican crossing outside 
Sandalwood's front door or as near as possible. 

Cars and vans are driven well above the speed limit particularly in 20 limit. Cyclists and parked cars on 
pavements make walking difficult at times 

Does anyone there take any notice ? 
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Although I don't drive my husband does and the main issue we have is - standard of roads with many 
potholes. Even when they are mended they appear again in some areas quite quickly. We enjoy 
holidays in other parts of the country and are amazed at the better quality of roads in most other areas 
to Sefton, even in remote areas. I have reported an issue with an obstacle on a pavement which I 
nearly tripped on, I even drew chalk circle around it to highlight to others, I was informed I would hear 
something in a month or so as they were very busy  but to date have heard nothing 

There are currently only 2 routes around Rimrose Valley to Thornton; westerly (Seaforth flyover, 
Liverpool Road, Moor Lane) or easterly (Southport Road, Netherton Way, Sterrix Lane, Gorsey Lane).  
It is clear that an increasing level of traffic is using these routes, neither of which was designed for 
such levels of traffic.   Since the Trunk Roads Act of 1936, the planned construction of a complete 
orbital bypass has yet to be completed. The sections through Bootle (Southport Road and Netherton 
Way) are complete but the intended extension to connect the junction of Netherton Way/Dunnings 
Bridge Road with 'The Cabbage' remains open land, despite the housing estates having been 
designed to accommodate it.   With the increasing traffic from the docks and the new Brooms Cross 
Road drawing yet more through traffic, it is essential that this missing link is finally completed so as to 
draw 'through traffic' from Liverpool heading for Formby and Southport away from Moor Lane in 
Crosby (and the small estates in Netherton), which has become intolerable. The noise and vibration 
that we now suffer, just a few feet from our doors is incessant and injurious.   Completion of this route 
would not only benefit the estates of Netherton and Gorsey Lane, along with Liverpool Road and Moor 
Lane in Crosby but would also ease congestion on Dunnings Bridge Road, as much traffic currently 
arriving there from Netherton Way turns right on to Dunngs Bridge Road, heading for Switch Island 
and Brooms Cross Road for Formby and Southport.  Whether or not the new link road through 
Rimrose Valley is built, the need for the completion of the original orbital bypass around the whole of 
Seaforth, Waterloo and Crosby is already acute and, if it is built then the possibility of connecting to it 
near The Cabbage is an opportunity not to be missed. It is, therefore, essential to protect the intended 
route from any development that could block it in the future. The recent developments on Buckley Hill 
Lane have already prevented that route from being widened easily, which seems to have been a pretty 
spectacular juxtaposition of foot and firearm!  Tinkering around with rat runs in the local area is not 
going to improve the capacity of the system, nice though it might be for those who live on those side 
roads. Similarly, imposing 20mph on side roads that are so small that nobody even reaches that speed 
and conversely on roads wide enough for double decker bus services is utterly pointless and the latter 
only serves to push, unnecessarily, extra traffic on to the designated main roads. What about those of 
us who live on the main roads?   

The litter round Maghull is a disgrace. I'm always reporting it online & nothing ever gets done. The 
council website is very low rent & needs investment. 

Street light reported 3 months ago, still not fixed  (broken cover, and overgrown trees stopping the 
lamps illuminating the walkway)   Location: walkway between Gleneagles Drive and Windermere 
Crescent, 

firstly i contacted sefton council months ago with regard to the closure of Edgemoor Drive and was 
given a name and contact number for Victoria Lee Davies.  I left a message to request that I was 
contacted; however I am still waiting for this call.  I reside in the Thornton area near Jospice and find it 
much more difficult to travel in the local area as the traffic on Moor Lane has increased substantially 
since the closure of Edgemoor Drive.  I am unhappy with that you cannot turn right out of the Crescent 
onto Moor Lane; this is totally impractical for those who reside near Holy Family as effectively the next 
opportunity to turn round is the roundabout at the far end of Moor Lane.  This has stopped me using 
the Crescent shops; in fact, I have found it quicker to use Boots the Chemist and the Post Office in 
Crosby village.  My neighbours all agree so I am sure the crescent shops will have lost a lot of 
business due to this.  I would like someone to contact me to discuss this. 

Please make a concerted effort to STOP cyclists using pavements. They are a menace, have no 
regard for the safety of pedestrians, and their attitude is appalling. Cycle lanes provided are often 
ignored and many cyclists are travelling faster than cars, but on pavements, which are supposed to be 
for the safety of pedestrians. Sefton Council has a duty to its residents, and at very least should 
demand that Police take a very firm line with pavement cycling, hopefully BEFORE SOMEBODY IS 
KILLED ! 
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I would like a zebra crossing at the junction of Coronation Road as it is a nightmare to try and get 
across road to Tesco, Fat Italian or Tree House, the traffic coming in from Liverpool has its indicators 
on to turn left and they remain on so you think they are turning into Tesco but they are not they are 
coming straight at you, as I live in Sandalwood    83 Coronation Road. 

MAJOR PROBLEMS OF DOG MESS AND LACK OF ENFORCEMENT REGARDING DOGS ON 
LEADS IN PUBLIC PLACES. NOT TO MENTION PARKING ENFORCEMENT RE PARKING ON 
PAVEMENT QUICK ENOUGH TO ENFORCE WAITING RESTRICTIONS AND REVENUE.  

 

 

 

 

 


